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ABSTRACT
This report presents a resume of the work done In the
Theoretical Physics Division during the calendar year
1984. The report is divided Into two parts, namely,
Nuclear Technology and Mathematical Physics. The
topics covered ire described by brief summaries. A list
of research publications and papers presented In
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TECHNOLOGY

I

PRESSURISED HEAVY WATER REACTORS

1.1 Research and Development for Reactor Physics Analysis of Large PHWRs
- B.F.Rastogi, K.R.Srinivasan and R.Srlvenkatesan
The physics analysis of large PHWRs (800 MWe and above) are an order of
magnitude more Involved than that of 235 MWe systems we a*e familiar with.
They are mainly due to new bundle design (28 and 37 rod clusters), multiplicity of
regulating and safety devices, Inherent zone flux Instability of the system
leading to Xe oscillations etc. In view of these, the physics design needs new
computational models. All of them are not available at present. Hence before
embarking on the physics design calculations of new PHWR 500 MWe reactor
under design in DAE (in NPB and BARC), It was decided to undertake *
collective study of the available Canadian literature and a series of lectures was
organised during July-September 1984. Nearly 28 scientists took part In 10 half
day meetings to discuss the various topics and took stock of the situation. The
conclusions could be summarised as in the following.
Lattice Physics:
The lattice analysis codes CLIMAX and CLUB are quite adequate, having
been validated against a wide range of clusters (upto 28-rod clusters) with
different coolants as well as available burnup measurement in NPD reactors.
They should be further extended to calculate pin power distribution as a function
of irradiation, Gd poison burnup In the moderator, temperature coefficient
studies etc. It was further suggested that 37 rod cluster lattice experiments be
planned, as well as experimental determination of isotopic composition of
irradiated fuel bundles In operating Indian power reactors to gain more
confidence In predictive analysis.
Three dimensional Super Cell model:
The adjuster rods, zone control compartments as well as shut off rods are
perpendicular to fuel channels in PHWRs. To simulate these devices in two group
core calculational models, homogenised group constants have to be calculated in
a 3-D super-lattice-cell comprising of axial fuel channel, associated moderator
and the perpendicular absorber region. Three codes are being developed to tackle
this problem - two of them employ diffusion theory and have been fully
developed and tested, while the third using collision probability method It under
development.

Core Power Distribution Studies :
A variety of 3-D diffusion theory codes exist for detailed analysis of core
power distribution. Among them TAQUIL which calculates equilibrium power
distribution in a typical PHWR using continuous or time average multi-bundle
shifting options and TRIVENI, a fuel management and follow up code are the
primary design analysis tools. The central part of these two codes Is the 3-D
finite -difference code DIMENTRI. Thus the main aim will be to validate the
calculatlonal scheme of DIMENTRI. Various numerical benchmarks are proposed
for this to be analysed with other 3-D codes like PKMINA, THREED and
WHIRLAWAY.
Further the design requirements of 500 MWe reactor demand calculation of
instantaneous or snapshot power distribution and channel and bundle power
peaking factors (CPPP and BPPF). For this, TAQUIL has to be modified to
choose a snapshot burnup distribution using either a patterned age scheme or a
random age scheme. This will be used In TRIVENI in full core simulation for
snapshot power distribution using either a patterned age or random age scheme
and calculation of peaking factors.
The snapshot distribution generated will be required In the determination of
flux mapping detector location! in the design of regional over power (ROP)
detection system » In the implementation of modal analysis for computer aided
control and safety systems.
To determine the locations of flux mapping detectors and the detectors used
for ROP, a number of (a few hundred ) snapshot power distributions will have to
be calculated. A spatial coherence analysis Is done to identify core regions where
a strong correlation between changes In neutron flux and changes in maximum
channel power exists.
The modal method uses many of the snapshot distributions to Interpolate the
values given by the detectors and obtain a full 3-D power distribution during on
power flux mapping to calibrate zone control and ROP detectors every few
minutes. The readings from instrumented channels also have to be taken Into
account for this calibration.
Detailed study and development of computer codes for these two studies is
one of the major tasks to be taken up.
Xenon Oscillation Studies:
Due to the large (neutronlc) size of the reactor and deliberate flux and
power flattening, the 500 MWe PHWR has inherent spatial flux instabilities. Any
operational perturbation such as refuelling of a channel can trigger xenon
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oscillation which will diverge If no control action Is taken. A code FEMXEN Is
being developed to study the growth and control of Xe oscillation. Developing a
proper model to average zonal fluxes from the readings of zone control detectors
and Implement, changes In local absorption Is a complicated task still to be
implemented.
Core Kinetics Analysis:
As mentioned above the loosely couplad core has many spatial effects that
should be taken into account in any transient analysis of the system. There are
many postulated transients that can add positive reactivity to the system - such
as LOCA, loss of regulation, unavailability of a part of the safety system etc.
These coupled with the delayed neutron hold back effects, require a full space
and time dependent analysis of power transients. Presently two and three
dimensional Improved quasi static codes as well as a fully impllct nodal kinetics
code are being developed. They have to be improved further to accelerate their
convergence and accommodate temperuture feedbacks.
SDS-2 Simulation:
A completely Independent secondary shut down system for large PHWRs is
In the form of horizontal fast poison Injection Into the moderator. A solution of
Gd (concentration about 8000g/tonne) is injected through six (or more)
horizontally oriented tubes at high speed (with sufficient pressure). The tubes
contain nozzles to inject the poison in four different directions In the form of
Jets ell along their lengths. This system is supposed to add more then 300 tnk of
negative reactivity with a maximum rate of SO ink/sec.
Initially the cone shaped jets will Inject the poison, later spread out and
coalesce. The exact nature of this addition is too complicated to be evaluated
theoretically in supercell models. Hence the Canadians use experimentally
determined data to simulate the addition rate. Such an experiment needs to be
done to further investigate the simulation of this system.
Conclusions:
Based on the above studies a number of code development tasks and
experimental back up necessary have been identified. The major code
development tasks are :
burn up calculations in lattice codes
transport theory code for 3-D supercell
extension of TAQUIL and TRIVENI for snapshot burn up and powwr
distribution calculation, and evaluation of CPPP and BPPF
spatial coherence analysis for ROP and flux mapping detector locations
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3-D modal code development for on power flux mapping
Xe spatial oscillation and control
3-D Kinetics codes with feed back
The major experimental tasks are :
experimental study of SDS-2
burnup experiments In power reactors
mock-up of light water zor»& controllers
In addition; the identification of computer for on line computer control and flux
mapping to design the reactor physics software is also important.
1.2 Development of a Computer Code CLUBPU for Calculating Hyperflne
Power Distribution In Fuel Pins of PHWR Fuel Cluster - P.D.Krishranl
It is known that the resonance absorption occurs preferentially at the
surface of the pin. As a result of this more plutonium is produced near the
surface of the pin as irradiation proceeds. This causes a relatively larger
proportion of power to be produced near the surface of the pin as irradiation
increases. Sometimes, it is Important to know the detailed pin power distribution
as a function of Irradiation. This is particularly so in estimating fission g»s
generation.
So far there was no computer program to do this Job. For this, a computer
program CLUBPU has been written. This Is extended version of CLUB which
considers only one zone per pin. CLUBPU can consider many zones per pin and
calculates hyperfine power distribution as well as number densities of various
elements of the fuel in all the zones of the pin as a function of burnup.
1.3 Burnup Analysis of 28-, and 37-Rod Fuel Cluster for 500 MWe PHWR
- P.D.Krishnanl
A comparative burnup study was carried out for 2b-, and 37-rod fuel cluster
design for 500 MWe PHWR. It was found that there will be a loss of burnup of
approximately 330 MWD/T if 37-rod fuel cluster Is used Instead of 28-rotf fuel
cluster.
1.4 Computer Code Development for Fuel Management of PHWRs
- H.D.Purandare
The computer code TRIVENI was extensively modified to do the accounting
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of model numbers and power cycles and to accommodate simulation of thorium
bundles In the reactors. The code was commissioned at the RRC computer for its
use for MAPS and also at the ND computer.
As an additional module) with the code TRIVENI, a facility is contemplated
to help the reactor physicists operating the power reactors in selecting fuel
channels for refuelling. The work In this direction was started and a part of such
a program Is already completed . This is regarding calculation of channel power
distribution from measured parameters and its comparison with the channel
power distribution calculated by TRIVENI . Another part that was completed was
to calculate reactivity gain on refuelling a channel based upon perturbation
theory .
Analysis of Defuelling of Channels:
The code TRIVENI was modified to take account of different axial and
radial diffusion coefficients for a situation arising out of defuelling of some fuel
channels In a reactor. Analysis of defuelling of some channels in RAPS-I war
done In connection with the end shield problem.
1.5 Adaptation of TRIVENI and TUMULT on ND-Computer - S.U.Kamat
It was decided to run TRIVENI hereafter using NB-Computer. All programs
and data files used for followup of RAPS-II reactor operation were transferred
to ND-Computer and program TRIVENI was adapted to this system. Since many
modifications were made in TRIVENI program, the original file management was
quite inconvenient. Therefore, the file management was modiflrd to make it
simple. TRIVENI is further being modified to take account of the power cycle
each bundle undergoes and to keep record of model number of each bundle.
TUMULT code which solves one dimensional two group diffusion equations for
cylindrical multlzone reactors, was adapted on ND-Computer . Several cases
were run using this code to study the variation of central rod worth with respect
to extrapolated distance. RAPS H reactor operation was followed upto
December, 1984.
1.6 Adequacy of One Bundle as Mesh in TAQUIL Code and Study of 13 Bundles
in a Channel - A.N.Nakra, R.Srivenkatesan and K.R.Srlnivasan
The core optimization and channel power calculations for SOO MWe PHWR
are being done using differential fuelling scheme by multibundle shift code
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TAQUIL. This code has both homogeneous model as well as time average model
options for power calculations. This code Is based on centre mesh point scheme.
In core calculations we have been using one mesh point per bundle of length 49.S
cm. In order to assess whether bundle powers are sensitive to mesh lengths or
not, calculations were done taking both one and two mesh points per bundle along
the axis.
Two group lattice cross-sections as a function of burnup for a 37-rod
natural uranium oxide heavy water moderated cluster were obtained using s
multigroup transport theory code CLUB. These parameters were used as input to
the code TAQUIL, along with the core geometry for core optimization of 500
MWe.
To simulate the effect of adjusters and zonal control region, an extra
absorption cross section, A£ was assigned to fuel cross sections of bundles
4
1
adjacent to them. The appropriate value of AE = 2.30 X 10 cm was found
for adjusters. Core optimization was done considering differential fuelling
scheme by dividing the core Into two zones having 124 channels in inner zone
with burnup of 8500 MWD/TeU while outer zone has 268 channels with burnup of
6600 MWD/TeU.
Bundle and channel power distributions were calculated using both
homogeneous and time average models keeping maximum channel power as 5.5
MW thermal.
It is found that there Is no significant difference In bundle powers whether
we take one or two mesh points pei -ndle either In homogeneous model or In the
time average model with eight bundle shift scheme. It is concluded that one can
assume one mesh length per. bundle for core optimization calculations by
TAQUIL code in order to save computer time.
It has been decided from fuelling machine considerations, that a design with
13 bundles in a channel with first and 13th bundles partially out of the core may
be used for 500 MWe PHWR. In that case the study of bundle powers with 2 mesh
points per bundle scheme becomes essential. The bundle powers for this case
taking two mesh points per bundle scheme were obtained.
1.7 Code Development for 500 MWe Fuel Management
- S.K.Charagl, K.R.Srlnlvasan and R.P.Iain
Because of on-lcad fuelling feature of the CAMDU reactor the overall
power distribution and regionally averaged characteristics of the fuel remain
more or less constant throughout the life of the reactor except for Initial
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approach to equilibrium. The fuel management )oh has to be done during the
design phase of a reactor and also during operation of power reactor. The
Importance of fuel management during design phase stems from the fact that
orifice size gets fixed in the design phase itself.
Fuel Management at Design Stage :
The equilibrium core configuration in a CANDU reactor Is characterised by
microscopic power and irradiation distribution which do not change significantly
with time . This, however, is only true in a macroscopic or time-averaged sense.
In reality a limited number of channels are fuelled every day to compensate for
the loss of reactivity due to fuel burnup. As a -.onsequence, different fuel
bundles will have different Irradiations which change with time. If we take a
snapshot of CANDU core operating at equilibrium, we shall see a fine structure
in the power distribution, which varies with time, superimposed on a smooth
distribution which is invariant with time. The smooth power distribution Is often
called the "nominal" or "reference" power distribution since it forms the basis
for the design of a reactor.
The models for study of nominal power distribution are :
1. Homogenous model.
2. Time averaged model
The models for study of Instantaneous power distribution are
1. Randum age approximation
2. Patterned age approximation
3. Follow up simulation
Homogeneous Model Approximation;
Here continuous bidirectional fuelling of CANDU is idealized by assuming
that the fuel moves at a constant rate R from one end to the other of the
channel.

The average irradiation at point Z, Z) =1/2 W(L) = constant, where L Is
channel length. The average cross-section in the calculation can be obtained from
<E> = Wexit"1 Q ; W e x i t E(w)dw
Time - Averaged Approximation:
The "homogenous" approximation cannot determine the variation In power
and flux because a finite number of bundles are replaced at every channel visit,
ki fact homogenous model can be considered as a single bundle shift model . On
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the other hand for time averaged model.we follow an iterative scheme of
calculation, where time averaged power depends on average cross-sections.
These cross-sections are obtained from.
<E> = AW"1 w i J W 2 £(w)dw
where, AW=ws-wi and wi.wa art the irradiations at the beginning and at the end
of residence time. Irradiation W Is Itself a function of residence time. (AW=<|>.T)
and residence time is known from axial flux shape.
The Randum Age Approximation:
The simplest method of obtaining an instantaneous power distribution or a
shapshot of a core at a certain time during Its equilibrium operation is to assume
that a given channel has equal probability of having resided in the core for any
length of time from its last refuelling to the next. The irradiation of a bundle at
position (1, J, k ) Is then given by the expression
w (i, ), k.) = w,(k) + f(i,)) (w,(k) - w.(k))
where, w,(k) is the bundle irradiation immediately after refuelling, w,(k) is the
bundle Irradiation immediately befoie refuelling and f(i,)) is the "age" of the
channel, that Is, the fraction of time since last fuelling for channel (1,)).
The fraction, f, can be selected from a uniform random distribution in the
interval (0, 1) for all the channels in the core, while w. and w.are obtained from
a time averaged calculation.
The Patterned Age Approminatlon:
The distribution of channel ages can be selected assuming that the channels
in the core are refuelled In a fixed pattern. To be useful, the selected fuelling
pattern must maximize the separation between channels fuelled sequentially and
be approximately symmetric so as not to produce gross tilts In power
distribution. One pattern which is often used is based on the knight's move of the
chess game.
Channel Power Peaking factor calculation »
Channel power peaking factor is defined as
CPPF = Max, .fCPH,),T)/CP(i,J)}
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where, CP (i,),T) Is channel power distribution at time T and C_P (i,J) Is the
"nominal" channel power distribution.
During design phise of a core C_P (i,)) can be obtained simply by averaging
all the channel power distributions obtained in the course of the simulation. This
is

where N is the number of channel power distributions calculated and CPn are the
individual distributions. With this we can derive the maximum CPPF or an
average CPPF over the period of simulation. The second method consists of using
the results of time-average and Instantaneous distributions. CP(i,J) is available
from time-averaged calculation and CP(i,j,T) can be obtained from instantaneous
distribution using the random age approximation.
Fuelling Scheme:
During early stages of Pickering a 2 bundle shift scheme was contemplated
but Douglas point experience Indicated that this would not be possible. Finally, 8
bundle shift was adopted, for its being most economical. However, less than one
year after start up (1971) fuel defects were appearing. One of the reasons was
that in high power regions 8 bundle shift would mean increase In the rating of
bundle 1 when moved to position 9 (from 150 to 500 KW). Finally, 8 bundle shift
was retained in outer low power region and 10 bundle shift in inner high power
region.
Bruce reactor (750 Mwe) core is fuelled with 4 bundle shift at the centre and
with 8 bundle shift in the boundary region . Fuelling central region with 4 bundle
shift means that fuelling machine is subjected to heavy duty and there will be
larger D.O leakage, which are acceptable.
With improved fuel type (CANLUB) one can get 4 bundle shift in central
zone. This 4 bundle shift also ensures lower CPPF within the Instrument range of
flux mapping system incorporated in Pickering.
Fuel Scheduling and Simulation Method.
During approach to equilibrium and equilibrium operation of reactor the fuel
scheduling or fuel replacement pattern has to be determined. For this we
require (a) Bundle shift scheme and (b) Sequence of channels to be fuelled.
The former Is a design problem and Is specified before reactor Is
commissioned. The determination of sequence of channels to be fuelled Is an
operation problem.
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There are two types of simulation methods i.e., manual and automatic called
autofuel. In autofuel the channel selection is done by dividing core in different
regions of minimum acceptable discharge burnup and subdividing each region
with blocks of channels. Channel selection for fuelling is done by keeping in
view, reactivity gain from fuelling, power tilts, channel block power, and burnup.
Computer Codes Available:
At present computer code TRIVENI based on finite difference method for
core study and fuel burnup is available . This code has been validated with RAPP
and MAPP operational data. Also computer code TAQUIT, to give equilibrium and
snapshot power distribution has been developed. Patterned age approximation has
been Incorporated in the code, while random age model is being incorporated.
1.8 Follow up of MAPP -2 Reactor with Partial Loading of Thorium Oxide
Bundles - A.N.Nakra
Studies related to loading of central region of MAPP-II core with thorium
oxide bundles in place of depleted fuel for initial flux flattening were continued.
In earlier studies, central channels had 1 or 2 bundles per channel to have
symmetry as well as better flux flattening to obtain higher power to begin with.
It was found that calculated channel powers in some channels had a deviation of
more than 20 percent from the values of flow matched channel powers. These
studies were repeated by extending the central region of the core with thorium
loading as well as thorium bundles loading in the peripheral region. There was an
improvement In the calculated channel powers in some of the channels in
comparison to the flow matched channel powers. Still the deviations are around
IS percent between calculated and flow matched channel powers.
Follow up as a function of time was done for 4 cases namely 48, 56, 65 and
75 thorium oxide bundles in the core. It was found that the reactor has to be
refuelled after about 100 to 120 full power days of operation, depending on the
chosen pattern of loading . For these studies, lattice parameters used for natural
uranium and thorium clusters of 19 elements were generated using DUMLAC
code. Power calculations and follow up as a function of full power days was done
using TRIVENI code.
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1.9 Generation of Lattice Parameters for 37-Element Cluster of Natural
Uranium Oxide Fuel - A.N.Nakra and H.C.Huria
For 500 MWe PHWR, a fuel cluster of 37 natural uranium oxide rods Is being
considered. The two group cross-sections as a function of burnup for this cluster
were obtained using a multlgroup integral transport theory code CLIMAX. This
code uses interface currents ( J i approach ) to solve the spatial part of the
transport equation; and the calculations are done by using a ring wise
homogenization of the cluster. Effects of homogenizing pressure tube, air gap
and calandria tube as well as treating them separately were studied. The results
with homogenization of pressure tube etc. agree within 1 to 2 mk with those
calculated by CLUB, which Is also a multigroup transport theory code using P..
approximation within the cluster.
Lattice parameters as a function of burnup were also generated using
DUMLAC code for 37-rod cluster . Comparison of these results with those
obtained from CLIMAX gives a difference of about 9 to 10 mk in K ,, values «t
different burnups.
2

LATTICE PHYSICS

2.1 Modifications and Improvents in CLUB - P.D. Krishnanl
It was planned to send the computer program CLUB to IAEA under the IABA
Co-ordinated Research Programme on Codes Adaptable to Small and Medium
Size Computers in Developing Countries for Incore Fuel Management. For this
purpose a large number of modifications were made to make the input
preparation more logical and simple.
Now the code CLUB can calculate certain parameters of xenon which are
required for analysing xenon instability in a reactor. One more option has been
added which ailows the calculation of few group parameters of various materials
of the lattice cell. The code CLUB was further improved by Including the burnup
equations corresponding to thorium bearing fuel.
2.2 Analysis of Bumup Measurements and Void Coefficient - P.D.Krlshnanl
The number densities of various isotopes of uranium and plutonlum at
certain burnups were measured in' Canada for a D,0 cooled 19-rod cluster In

NPD reactor. This fuel cluster is similar to the one used in RAPS. This
experiment was analysed with the computer code CLUB. The analysis of these
measurements yielded good agreements. An analysis of void coefficient by the
code CLUB was carried out for RAPS reactor. It was found 10 be 9.42 mk which
compares well with the Canadian value of 9.5 mk.
2.3 Analysis of Thermal Reactor Benchmarks - H.C.Hurla
Earlier analyses of the. thermal reactor benchmarks recommended by Cross
Section Evaluation Working Group of BNL had brought out certain discrepancies
In the computed eigenvalues of solution benchmarks In particular. The crosssection data In this study was based mainly on ENDF/B-IV. Introduction of
modified data for U-235 like increase In u in the thermal range and a new fission
spectrum (Watt Shape) resulted in considerable improvement In the predicted
eigenvalues as well as in the relative reaction rates and computed leakage vis a
vis Monte Carlo calculations. However, the situation with regard to plutonlum
solution experiments did not change significantly, namely an underestimate of
leakage.
Higher order scattering matrlcesCP. and P ) were generated for hydrogen
and oxygen and introduced into the Sg calculations for the plutonium solution
benchmarks. This led to a significant, overestimate of leakage as compared to the
P (transport corrected) values. Here also the fission spectrum recommended by
ENDF/B-V evaluators was used. This problem is being investigated further with
the generation of new scattering matrices for hydrogen from the point data.
A program to analyse bare homogeneous systems using B, transport theory
approximation was written.
2.4 Modifications In the Code CLIMAX - H.C.Huria
The PHWR lattice physics code CLIMAX was extensively modified to
a) simplify the input
b) minimise the data supplied from outside
c) Include burnup of gadolinium
d) produce few group neutron balance and cross-sections in broad .regions
The code was used to study the behaviour of void co-efficient in RAPS
clusters with and without MOX fuel.
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Lattice parameters as a function of burnup were gsnerated for RAPS cluster
with 0.4% Pu in the central seven pins.
3

MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION THEORY

3.1 Three -Dimensional Diffusion Theory Code THREED - V.K.Jain
An accurate and fast calculational model for computing flux distribution In
a reactor is in essential requirement in design analysis and fuel management of
power reactors. Thus two-, and three-dimensional calculational models are a
fundamental necessity. Such calculations are normally done using multigroup
diffusion theory. Based on centre-mesh approach of finite differencing the
multigroup diffusion equation, a two-dimensional code was earlier developed.
The code has provision for rectangular, cylindrical and triangular geometries.
The code can solve direct or adjoint flux, eigenvalue or source problems.
The reactor is simulated by a number of mesh intervals by drawing lines
parallel to the two axes. The flux is assumed to be constant within a mesh
interval. The boundary conditions are (1) V<J>=0, (ii) <t>=0 at extrapolated
boundaries.
The neutron fluxes in each energy group are obtained through successive line
overrelaxation technique In which fluxes In a H.ne are simultaneously calculated
using the method of sweeps. The eigenvalue Is obtained by the standard fission
source iteration technique. The optimum overrelaxation parameter for Inner and
outer Iterations may be obtained during the calculations. For outer iteration, the
Chebychev extrapolation technique can be used.
The code has been extensively used. The above technique has also been
incorporated in the two-dimensional space-time kinetics codes TWO DAD and
TOQUASI based respectively on adiabatic and IQS models.
This code has now been modified to include X-boundary condition
(DV<I>/<I>=-\ ) on an inner or an outer surface. With this capability, It Is now
possible to simulate control zones exclusively in a diffusion theory calculation.
The two-dimensional results for a number of typical problems have been
compared successfully with those obtained by corner-mesh finite difference
codes NEWWHIRL and ALCIALMI.
The code has now further been extended to three-dimensional (x-y-z)
geometry. The code is now being verified against some typical CANDU
benchmarks.
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3.2 TREDIT -A 3-D Multigroup Diffusion Theory Simulator for Hexagonal Fuel
Assembly in LWR Cores - P.Mohanakrlshnan and V.Jagannathan
The power distribution and- burnup distribution in reactor cores have ususally
been obtained using computer codes which solve the multigroup or one group
diffusion equation in 3-0 . Finite difference methods have been used for the
numerical solution for the LWRs of US design where square fuel assemblies are
used
. When hexagonal fuel assemblies are used, need for considering
hexagonal meshes or triangular meshes arises in the X-Y plane. Since a hexagon
can be broken Into six equilateral triangles, these triangles become the smallest
basis of such a lattice.
We have developed a 3-D simulator TREDIT with triangle shaped meshes in
the X-Y plane. With fuel assembly cross-sections Input as fitted constants, the
code can build up core burnup distribution with power distribution computed for
a given reactor condition and control configuration. Perhaps the first reported
development of a triangular mesh diffusion theory code in 2-D is that of
A

GAUGE . With the development and operation of Russian WWER reactors such
3-D codes are in common use now In East Europe.
Finite Difference Equations and Their Solution;
In TREDIT, centre mesh finite differenced form of diffusion equation is
solved. For a triangular mesh In X-Y plane there are only 3 neighbouring meshes
in that plane. Mesh lengths are variable only in Z-dlrectlon. Thus we have a six
point difference formula for triangle based right prisms In 3-D. Identification of
neighbouring right prisms is a little involved as one row of triangles arranged
with corners pointing down is followed by next row of triangles arranged with
corners pointing up in the X-Y plane. Unlike the case in square lattice, not all
neighbours of a triangle are vertically below or above and In the same horizontal
line. Half triangles are permitted in the X-boundary limits. The usual
inner-outer iteration scheme is followed for numerical solution. The inner
Iteration scheme used for the neutron flux solution is the successive
overrelaxation scheme with evaluation of optimum overrelaxatlon parameters
for the inner iterations in each group. The optimum parameter Is determined
using the spectral radius computed as the ratio of the neutron flux changes |AcJ>|
in successive Iterations . A guess value of the parameter is used for the first
outer iteration . For accelerating outer iterations over fission neutron sources,
two paramater Chebychev polynomial acceleration scheme is used. Dominance
ratio of Iteration matrix is found by using the maximum and minimum of the
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ratio of fission sources of present iteration to that of previous at different mesh
points .
Introduction of Burnup Option:
TREDIT accepts cross-section of fuel assemblies as a function of burnup In
the form of fitted constants. EXCEL is a computer code which generates
hexagonal fuel assembly parameters as a function of burnup. Two group
cross-section so generated are fitted by the code COFFIT which prepares the
fitting constants In a form readable by TREDIT. Controlled fuel assembly
cross-sections are also fitted separately. Different fitting constants are used for
different burnup ranges.
' A fuel assembly mesh may be of a particular burnup range, may be
controlled and of a particular fuel assembly type. The above information for
each fuel assmebly mesh is stored for picking up the appropriate fitting
constants. Proper power and burnup normalisations were introduced when fuel
assemblies were subdivided in one-third core or quarter core options. Usually the
power distribution is calculated In each one-sixth of a hexagonal fuel assembly.
When quarter core option is used the fuel assembly-wise power distribution in
the entire core Is also computed.
Cases Analysed:
TREDIT was found to compare satisfactorily with R-Z version of 2DB in
the analysis of a small reactor benchmark. Due to the approximation of
boundaries constituted by triangle sides to circular ones by 2DB, both the
leakages and control cluster worths were overpredlcted in TREDIT relative to
those in 2DB. Generally, the multiplication factors predicted by the two codes
agreed within 0.596. In a small reactor core with 19 hexagonal fuel assemblies,
critical control cluster patterns in the cold and hot operating conditions were
found.
Conclusions:
A multigroup reactor core simulator TREDIT has been developed for PWRs
using hexagonal fuel assemblies. It could be used for PWR simulations where no
boron is used in the moderator or at best with the assumption that a constant
amount of boron Is present during the period of interest. Eff- -<- of Xenon feed
back is being Introduced.

1.
2.
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3.3 NEWWHIRL - A Three-Dimensional, Two-Group Neutron Diffusion Theory
Computer Code with Internal Boundary Conditions
- S.D.ParanJape, Vinod Kumar and H.D.Purandare
The. neutron diffusion theory is found normally to be adequate for simulating
a thermal nuclear reactor In three dimensions for neutronlcs calculations. For
design and routine core calculations of PHWRs, a two-group treatment is used
for the energy variable. The two-group diffusion equations In three dimensions
•re

then

solved

by

finite

difference

techniques.

The

computer

code

WHIRLAWAY is such a code which can take into account vaccum or reflective
boundary conditions. There are situtations, however, when the reactor contains

regions such as absorber regions where diffusion theory is strictly not applicable
and treating such regions by applying Internal boundary conditions is more
appropriate. Sometimes the reactivity devices in a reactor contain strong
Absorbers. These devices can be discretely simulated as non-diffusing regions
with given blackness parameters for applying Internal boundary conditions on the
surf tees of these regions. The blackness parameters which are neutronlc current
to flux ratios at the surfaces of the control absorbers could be determined by
neutron transport theory.
There Is another situation in PHWRs where an application of Internal
boundary conditions becomes useful In treating the complexity of reactivity
devices. In order to save computer time and accommodate three-dimensional
simulations in a given computer memory, broad spatial meshes are used in
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PHWRs and such two-group three-dimensional calculations are found to yield
results of reasonable accuracy. It Is desirable to retain the simplicity and broad
mesh structure of three-dimensional diffusion calculations when, in addition to a
large number of fuel bundles, a number of reactivity devices, zonal controllers
and detectors are present in a PHWR. It should be noted that in CANDU PHWRs
the fuel bundles lie parallel to the axis of the cyllndi.cal reactor, while the
reactivity devices, zonal controllers and detectors are perpendicular to the axis
of the cylinder. In addition, each fuel bundle may have a different burnup. In
order to simulate a reactor of such complexity, a procedure called the 3-D
o

supercell approach is followed wherein two-group homogenized parameters are
obtained from three-dimensional, two-group, flne-mesh, diffusion theory
calculations for regions comprising the fuel bundle with its associated coolant,
the annular region consisting of pressure and coolant tubes and the adjoining
reactivity devices etc.
In order to takcle above mentioned problems, a three-dimensional,
two-energy-groups rectangular geometry diffusion computer code NBWWHIRL
has been developed to solve steady state K ,- eigenvalue problems. The special
feature of the code is treatment of non-diffusing regions like absorbers using
given blackness parameters for applying Internal boundary conditions on the
surfaces of absorber regions.
A discrete spatial mesh Is Imposed on the system such that the boundaries of
different materials coincide with mesh planes,!.e., we use a corner mesh. On the
control region surfaces the internal boundary conditions to be used are:
8<t> / 3 x = -<J> / X , 9<f> / 9 x = -<J> / X , etc
where X and X are fast and slow group extrapolation distances into the control
1
2
3
region. The two-group diffusion equations are finite differenced as usual .
Treatment for Control Regions.
For a three-dimensional situation In the code NBWWHIRL, first a check Is
made at each mesh point to decide if any of the eight octants lies in a control
region, the parameters D , D , Z~., Z , \>Z. and \>E. must be supplied ti 0.0
for any control material. In addition to these, the control materials have two
nonzero parameters, fast and slow blackness parameters. ( aB»7_/<J> *1>-A ).
©

o

o

o

o

For every volume element (made up of eight octants) we define a quaotlty called
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fictitious absorption if any of the octants surrounding the mesh point (I,J,K) have
been declared as control materials, the neutron leakage into these octants is
added to the ficticlous absorption corresponding to the mesh point (I,J,K) . If all
the eight octants surrounding a mesh point (I,/,K) contain a control material, the
absorption cross section for the volume surrounding that mesh point is assigned a
very high value ( 10 l s ). If no octant surrounding the mesh point (IJ,K) contains
a control material, the fictitious absorption for the mesh point (I,J,K) Is assigned
a value zero. As the diffusion parameters of a control region are assigned the
value 0.0, the contribution to the reaction rates from octants containing a
control material become zero. This is equivalent to Integrating the diffusion
equation for a mesh point (I,J,K) over the non control region only. The fluxes
inside control regions become zero due to the very high fictitious absorption
there. This procedure ensures that the spatial sweep can proceed through the
control regions and the fluxes outside these regions are affected only by the
fluxes on the boundary surfaces of regions declared as control regions. The flux
gradients near the control surfaces are sharp and a tapered fine mesh should be
chosen just outside the control region . It is not necessary to choose a fine mesh
inside control regions as the fluxes at all mesh points inside a control region will
be made zero by the code. This fictitious absorption (which Is actually the
leakage of neutrons into control regions) is added to the actual absorption term.
For eigenvalue calculations also, the leakage into the control regions is added to
the over all absorption of neutrons in the system.
Comparison with One and Two-Dlmenslonal Codes:
For checking this code, we have used a one-dimensional diffusion code
TUMULT and * two-dimensional diffusion code ALCIALMI which can take into
account Internal boundary conditions. Results from the code NEWWHIRL have
been compared with those from these two codes for' some problems Involving
control regions.
PROBLEM-I: Cylindrical reactor with an axial control rod (one dimension).
In this problem the reactor is t cylinder of infinite length. The inner fuel
zone has a radius of 93.0 cm, the middle fuel zone radius Is 221.89 cm and the
outermost D,0 zone has a radius of 292.9 cm. A control rod of radius 3.0 cm Is
placed along the axis of the reactor.
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Inner Zone
1.02568
0.89771
176.4949
167.1459
1.288
0.938

p
L 2 (cm 2 )
2

Middle Zone

2

Ls (cm >

D,(cm)
D,(cm)

Outer Zone

1.06363
0.89771
179.8512
167.1415
1.288
0.938

0.0
1.0

10368.0
128.64
1.243
0.871

For the code NEWWHIRL the outer cylindrical boundary surfac. of the
reactor was approximated by steps consistent with rectangular geometry. The
volume of all the zones are separately preserved. The vacuum boundary is
simulated by supplying a very high absorption cross-section outside the
cylindrical boundary in both groups. The outermost surfaces used by the codes
have to be planes perpendicular to the three co-ordinate axes. The blackness
parameter to be used by the code NEWWHIRL was obtained by multiplying the
blackness of the cylindrical control rod by a factor of (rr/4) 1/2 . The cylindrical
control rod was converted into a bar of square cross-section preserving the cross
sectional area. The convergence criterion for the eigenvalue was 1x10" . The
comparslon of the control rod worths for various blackness parameters is given
below.
tt= JAf>
(thermal)

NEWWHIRL
K

No control
0.3252
0.2659
0.2216
0.1329
0.1123

eff

1.0287
1.0257
1.0259
1.0261
1.0265
1.0267

AKtak)
_
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.2
2.0

TUMULT
K

eff

1.028S
1.0254
1.0256
1.0256
1.0263
1.0264

All
„

3.1
2.9
2.7
2.2
2.1

The code TUMULT is not a finite difference code and small differences In
the K ft eigenvalues are to be expected, The three zones cannot be divided into
smaller meshes in TUMULT and the fiux comparisons have not been made.
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PROBLEM-Ii: Rectangular cell of a central control region (two-dimensions).
The second prob^m conslslts of a single zone of infinite height with a
rectangular cross-section of size 152x134 cm. A square control region of size
8x8 cm is placed at its centre. The mesh size is 8 cm through out. Only one
quadrant of the core was considered with symmetry boundary conditions on the
left and bottom surfaces and vacuum boundary conditions were used on the right
and top surfaces. The convergence criterion for eigenvalue was 10" . Both
NEWWHIRL and ALCIALAO are finite difference codes. The properties used for
the core are given in Ref. 3. The eigenvalue obtained from both codes was the
same (1.03567).
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1. T.B.Fowler and M.L.Tobias Report ORNL-3150.
2. A.R.Dastur and D.B.Buss, in "Space Time Kinetics of CANDU Systems",
Proceedings of the Joint NEACRP/CSNI Specialists' Meeting on New
Developments in Three-Dimensional Neutron Kinetics and Review of
Kinetics Benchmark Calculations 197S, Fedral Republic of Germany.
3. S.D.ParanJape ,Vinod Kumar and H.D.Purandare,"NEWWHIRL-A Three
Dimensional Two-Group Neutron Diffusion code with Interal Boundary
Conditions", BARC / I - 821.
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REACTOR KINETICS

4.1 Analysis of CANDU Reactor Kinetics Benchmark using 2-D Space-Time
Kinetics Model - H.P.Gupta and V.K.Jain
An accurate prediction of the tiansient behaviour of neutron flux
distribution in a reactor core is vital from the point of view of reactor safety.
This, in turn, would require the solution of space-time kinetics equations more
accurately. Point reactor model where the spatial flux distribution Is assumed
hot to vary with time has been extensively used for the transient analysis. This
model is quite suitable for tightly coupled nuclear reactors where the spatial flux
distribution is insensitive to local changes in material properties. But the
kinetics analysis of large sized power reactors calls for the development of
methods which could effectively deal with these space-time effects. One such
example is ths present generation of large size pressurized heavy water reactors,
where the radial and axial flux distributions are deliberately flattened in order to
maximise the power output. The analysis of postulated accident conditions In
these large reactors with flattened flux distributions and asymmetric Insertion of
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shutdown reactivity devices requires the use of detailed two and three
dimensional time-dependent neutron diffusion calculations. Direct finite
difference methods have been used for this purpose, but they consume lot of
computational time. In the approximate numerical methods to solve space-time
kinetics equations, factorization methods are quite prominent. They include
adiabatic, and Improved quasistatlc (1QS) methods. Adiabatic method does not
take into account the retardation of power shape transient due to delayed
neutron holdback effect. The IQS method which takes this effect Into account is
quite suitable to analyse the transients of CANDQ reactor. For this purpose a
two-dimensional space-time kinetics model TOQUASI based on IQS methods was
developed.
In this method the time domain is divided into fairly coarse intervals known
as macro-intervals. At the end of each macro-interval the shape function
T|>(r,Eit) is obtained by solving the shape function equation. Each macro-interval
is further subdivided into a large number of time intervals called
micro-Intervals, in each of which the point kinetics and heat balance equations
are solved assuming a linear variation of reactivity with time over the current
interval. The point kinetics equations are solved at micro-intervals using Cohen's
method. In IQS method, the shape function is obtained by solving the resulting
transformed source problem at the end of each macro-interval. The neutron
fluxes in each energy group are obtained through successive line over-relaxation
technique in which fluxes in a horizontal or vertical line are simultaneously
calculated by the method of sweeps. The reactivity is calculated with the help of
a perturbation formula using the current shape function and the adjoint flux at
the beginning of the transient.
To validate the code TOQUASI) a CANDU benchmark was analysed. This
problem is defined in 2-dimensions with the flux in x-direction deliberately
flattened. The reactivity transient represents a uniform loss of coolant followed
by an asymmetric insertion of shutdown reactivity devices. The transient is
approximated by a linear increase of 0.5% in the neutron yield per fission for 1
sec throughout the core, followed by an increase in the thermal absorption
cross-section of 12.5% in one half of the core (regions 1 and 2) during the
following 1.9 sec. For this problem. ADEP results are also available. These results
have been considered as standard. In this problen delayed neutron holdback
effect is very significant. Therefore, the results obtained by adiabatic method
which does not take into account the delayed neutron retardation are grossly in
error. The improved quasi-static results show a great improvement over the
adiabatic results as can be seen below.
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2-D CANDU Benchmark (Relative Thermal Fluxes)
Time (sec)

ADEP

Adiabatlc

TOQUASI

0.0
1.0
1.5
2.9

1.0
2.694
0.868

1.0
2.72
1.30
0.8S9

1.0
2.68
0.361
0.457

0.452

Reference :
1.

F.N.Mcdonnell et al., Nucl. Scl. Bng. 64, 95 (1977)

4.2 Application of Finite Element Synthesis Model to Kinetics Problems
- V.Jagannathan
The finite element synthesis model has been extended to analyse transient
problems without feedback. Time integrated method is used for precursor
concentrations equation* with linear variation of fission rate during a time step.
Fully Implicit scheme of solution is used for the mixing functions which are 1-D
functions evaluated as a function of time. Trial functions are held fixed during
transient. A code called FESTRAN was written. It is working on ND-Computer,
BARC.
Test problems were run with FESTRAN. It is found that initial and final
state trial functions are needed to simulate local perturbations more accurately.
Adjoint weighting is also found to be superior to Galerkin weighting. Results are
comparable with those of other less approximate methods except for the case In
which the reflector zone is perturbed. Coarse mesh rebalancing Is found to
considerably accelerate the convergence of the lnhomogeneous source problem
of each time step.
4.3 Nodal Expansion Method for Multidimensional Core Kinetics Calcualtions
- Arvind Kumar* R.S.Modak R.Srlvenkatesan and V.Balaraman
The present generation of power reactors have large loosely coupled cores,
and deviations in power distribution are common following even a minor
perturbation. This renders the usual point kinetics method inaccurate for
transient analysis, as it assumes flux distribution to be constant during the
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transient. This necessitates the development of multidimensional kinetic
methods which can predict space-time effects accurately, as it Is important
from the viewpoint of reactor safety.
The most reliable finite difference method employing a direct solution of
the kinetics equation requires very large computer memory and time because,
for accurate kinetic calculation, very small mesh sizes have to be used. This
makes It inefficient f...r routine transient simulations. One alternative is the use
of indirect approach of solution such as quasi-static method using a finite
difference method for spatial shape function calculation. This method is
relatively faster as it requires smaller number of calculations, but tends to be
inaccurate particularly when the flux distribution changes drastically during the
transient.
With the recent development in higher order nodal methods, it is possible to
use them for transient simulations even using a direct solution scheme. With
these methods one can use very large spatial meshes without compromising in
accuracy. This is particularly relevent for kinetics calculations, where only
average fluxes, and not the fine flux distributions, are needed in large regions
such as fuel boxes. Apart from this direct approach, higher order nodal methods
can be used for the evaluation of approximate methods such as quasi-static and
space-time synthesis. Here, a code FEMINA has been developed. It Is based on
nodal expansion method which has been extensively used In KWU, Germany
The code, FEMINA, solves time-dependent group diffusion equations in 3-D
cartesian geometry. The method of solution has been described in detail In Ref .2.
Major steps, in brief, are given below.
1. The 3-D diffusion equation is Integrated over each nodal volume to obtain
the well known nodal balance equation containing average fluxes and partial

currents.
2.
3.

4.
5.

The partial currents are evaluated in each node by reducing the
multidimensional problem into a set of 1-D problems.
The 1-D equations are solved by expanding fluxes into fourth order
polynomial using local weighted residual scheme, to evaluate expansion
coefficients.
The time part is solved by employing a fully implicit backward difference
scheme with frequency transformations.
The resulting inhomogeneous equations are solved by fission source iteration
method, which is accelerated by using Chebychev extrapolation and coarse
mesh rebalancing.
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The code has been validated extensively by simulating many static and
kinetic benchmark problems2 3 . Here, the results for some kinetic problems are
given briefly.
The 2-D TWIGL problem is probably the only one for which results from
almost all higher order methods are available. It Is a bare reactor problem In
which the thermal absorption cross-section of a region is decreased linearly for
0.2 sees. The transient is followed upto 0.5 sees. The code. FEMINA was
extensively checked with this problem. One peculiar apsect of this problem Is
chat certain oscillations in power are observed, after the perturbation is
removed. This was attributed to coarse time step, extrapolation of fluxes and
currents to obtain the initial guess for next step and loose convergence criteria.
It «ras noticed that this anomaly goes away by. using coarse mesh rebalancing.
The results were within one percent of the reference results.
The 2-D CANDU benchmark problem is a PHWR problem where the
transient is Initiated by increasing fission cross-section throughout the core. It is
followed by an increase in thermal absorption cross-section in one half of the
core. In this problem delayed neutron holdback effect is very significant. The
results obtained by FBMINA wore within 2 percent of the ADBP results.
The well known 3-D light water LMW (Langenbuch-Maurer-Werner) problem
was simulated to check the code in 3-D. In this problem the tanslent Is initiated
by withdrawing a group of four control rods at a rate of 3 cm per sec. This is
followed by insertion of the other group of five control rods. The transient is
followed for 60 sees. Effective cross-sections for the nodes where control rod is
partially Inserted were found by using a quadratic polynomial. The results for
this problem, which are In good agreement with the reference results using
CUBBOX code, are given below;
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3-D LMW Test Problem (Total Power)
FEMINA
(At= 125msec)
150.0
150.0
169.1
167.7(0.8%)
202.0
197.7(2.2%)
253.9(2.5%)
260.5
206.5(1.1%)
209.9
123.9
121.5(1.9%)
73.7(3.7%)
76.5
57.4(2.1%)
58.6
* Richardson extrapolation of CUBBOX solution..

Time(sec)
0.0
5.0

10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0

1.
2.
3.
4.
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4.4 Xenon Oscillations In Large PHWRs - Arvind Kumar
The present generation of power reactors are neutronically loosely coupled
due to their large size. This makes them susceptible to flux tilts, following any
minor perturbation which may occur during the normal operation of reactor. The
flux tilts, even the ones with very small magnitude, may induce spatial xenon
oscillations. The xenon oscillations as such are not a safety problem because of
very large time constant involved in xenon dynamics. But , if not controlled in
time:these oscillations may diverge and lead to the hot spots causing operational
problems. 500 MWe PHWR falls in the category of such large reactors due to
marked increase in its size as compared to the 200 MWe PHWR. It also has a
larger central zone of depleted fuel, resulting in a flattened power distribution.
This leads to a further Increase in the neutronlc decoupling, thus making it more
unstable to xenon oscillations.
In order to study the problem of xenon oscillations in 500 MWe PHWRs a
code PEMXEN is being developed here. The code solves two group neutron
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diffusion equation along with the xenon and iodine equations. As the time
constant of xenon transient Is large, the fluxes and delayed neutrons are assumed
to be In equilibrium. And, thus K ,, eigenvalue problem Is solved repeatedly to
simulate a xenon transient. Flux is assumed to be constant between two time
steps. In order to simulate the transient accurately a stringent point flux
convergence criterion has to be used, so tha<. flux tilt Is established properly. To
reduce the error caused by the use of finite time step, very small time step (0.25
hrs) has to be used. This increases the number of calculations requiring very
large computer time. So, to do it efficiently the code should be accurate and
fast. A version of nodal expansion code, FEMINA , which uses fixed mesh size
throughout has been developed for this purpose. It was also found that nodal
method requires more computer time per step, so a program based on finitedifference method using fixed mesh sizes was also developed and added to the
code FEMXEN. This way, FEMXEN, can simulate a xenon transient in 2-D or
3-D using either finite difference or nodal method. To check the accuracy of
scheme used in the code, FEMXEN, an accurate simulation of 2 group problem
was required. But, in the absence of a benchmark solution an old Canadian
problem was simulated . It is a 2-D 500 MWe PHWR problem with two fuel zones
to simulate xenon Instability against the azlmuthal mode. The scheme used to
simulate xenon transient and the time step used has not been indicated In the
Canadian report. Results are given In the Table. The difference In the results
obtained for finite difference and nodal expansion method using FEMXEN is due
to the slightly different power distribution for these methods. But the difference
between our and Canadian results using finite difference method cannot easily be
explained.
Apart from this, a control algorithm which periodically changes the amount
of light water In zone control units, provided in this reactor for the control of
xenon transient, based on the change in the average power of the zone is being
tested presently.
In order to Understand the problem of xenon oscillations, the code Is being
further modified to generate higher harmonic flux distributions, since the change
in flux distribution following a perturbation is due to the presence of various
higher harmonics. This will help in selecting appropriate locations for zone
control units and detectors.
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TABLE
Method

Growth Factor
(hra"1)

Period

Canadian (F.D)

0.044

33.5

-

FEMXEN (F.D)

0.053
0.049
0.038

22.5
23.5
26.0

0.25

0.049
C.046
0.036

23.5
33.5
26.0

FEMXEN (NBM)

(hrs)

Time Step
(hrs)

0.5
1.0

0.25
0.5
1.0

1.
2.

References:
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A Study of Xenon Spatial Oscillations in a 500 MWe CANDU Reactor,
W.D.Smythe, APPE-22 (1944)
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REACTOR SAFETY

5.1 Thermal Reactor Safety - V. K. Jain and R. D. S. Yadav.
A central issue in the operation of light-water reactors is the prevention of
a major release and widespread dispersal of radioactivity, which could have
serious consequences to the public. The safety philosophy of the nuclear industry
has emphasized designs which can provide tolerance against malfunctions. One of
the major subjects which has been discussed widely is the accident analysis.
Since it is not possible to conduct full scale reactor experiments which simulate
various accident scenarios, it is necessary to depend on analytical and numerical
methods to determine the consequences of such scenarios. Computer codes which
incorporate the neutronic behaviour in the core, the thermal hydraulic behaviour
of the coolant In the complete primary and secondary systems and the effects of
control action have been developed to predict both normal and abnormal reactor
transients. Three wellknown codes viz., TRAC-PF1, RBLAP-4/M0D6 and
RBLAP-5/MOD1/CY1B were obtained from National Energy Software Centre,
USA and were successfully made operational on CYBBR-170/730 computer at

TIFR. The main chaacteristics of the codes RELAP-4/MOD6 and
RELAP-5/MOD1/CY18 were presented in the Annual report for the year 1983.
These codes have been used to analyse a number of simulations for separate
effect tests, loss of fluid tests (LOFT) and semiscale tests. Following
summarizes the main characteristics of the code TRAC-PF1 and some of the
computer simulations carried out using these codes.
TRAC-PF1 code:
The Transient Reactor Analysis code (TRAC) is an advanced best- estimated
system code for analysing PWR accidents. Because of its versatility, It can be
applied to many problems analyses ranging from blowdowns in simple pipes to
intergal LOCA tests in multiloop facilities, large break LOCA and small break
LOCA.
TRAC Characteristics:
Some distinguishing characteristics of TRAC-PF1 are summarized below.
Variable Dlmentional Fluid Dynamics:
A full three dimensional (r,6,z) flow calculation can be used within the
reactor vessel. The flow within the loop components is treated as one
dimensional. This allows an accurate calculation of the complex multidimensional flow pattern inside the reactor vessel that play an important role in
determining accident behaviour. For example, phenomena such as emergency
core cooling (ECO, downcomer penetration during blowdown, multidimensional
plenum and core flow effects and upper plenum pool formation and core
penetration during reflood can be treated directly. On the other hand
one-dimensional vessel model may be constructed that allows transients to be
calculated, very quickly because the usual time step restrictions are removed by
the special stabilizing numerical treatment.
Nonhomogeneous and Nonequillbrium Modelling:
A full two-fluid (Six-equation) hydrodynamics model describes the steam
wate-r flow, thereby allowing Important phenomena such as counter current flow
to be treated explicitly. A stratified flow regime has been added to the
one-dimensional hydrodynanlcs and a seventh field equation (mass balance)
describes a noncondensable gas field.
Flow-Regime-Constitutive Equation Package :
Thermal hydraulic equations describe the transfer of mass, energy and
momentum between the steam water phases and the interaction of these phases
with the system structure. Because these interactions are dependent on the flow
topology, a flow-regime-dependent constitutive equation package has been
incorporated in the code.
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Comprehensive Heat-Transfer Capability:
The TRAC-PF1 program incorporates a detailed heat-transfer analysis
capability for both the vessel and the loop components. Including is a
two-dimensional (r,z) treatment of fuel rod heat conduction with dynamic fine
mesh re zoning to resolve both bottom flood and falling film quench fronts. The
heat transfer from fuel rods and other system structures is calculated using
flow-regime-dependent heat -transfer coefficients obtained from a generalized
boiling curve based on local conditions.
Consistent Analysis of Entire Accident Sequence :
An important TRAC feature is its ability to address entire accident
sequences, including computation of initial conditions, with a consistent and
continuous calculation. For example, the code models the blow down, refill and
reflood phases of LOCA. This modelling eliminates the need to perform
calculations using different codes to analyze a given accident. In addition, a
steady state solution capability provides self-consistent initial conditions for
subsequent transient calculations. Both a steady-state and a transient
calculation can be performed in the same 1 JI, if desired.
Component and Functional Modularity :
The TRAC program is completely modular by component. The components in
a calculation are specified through input data ; available components allow the
user to model virtually any PWR design or experimental configuration. It also
allows component modules to be Improved, modified or added without disturbing
the remainder of code. TRAC component modules currently include
accumulators, pipes, pressurlzers, pumps, steam generators, tees, valves, and
vessels with associated Internals (downcomer, lower plenum core, upper plenum
etc).
The TRAC program is also modular by function, that is, the major aspects of
the calculations are performed In separate modules. This modularity allows the
code to be upgraded readily as Improved correlations and experimental
information become available.
Physical Phenomena Treated :
Because of the detailed modelling In TRAC, most of the physical phenomena
important in both large and small break LOCA analysis can be treated. Included
are:
1. ECC downcomer penetration and bypass, Including the effects of
countercurrent flow and hot walls
2. lower plenum refill with entrainment and phase separation ejects
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3. bottom flood and falling film reflood quench fronts:
4. multidimensional flow patterns in the core and plenum regions;
5. pool formation and counter current flow at upper core supjjcrt j?!ate
(UCSP) region;
6. pool formation in the upper plenum;
7. steam binding;
8. average rod and hot rod cladding temperatures histories;
9. alternate ECC injection systems;
10. direct injection of subcooled ECC water;
11. critical flow ichoklng);
12. liquid carryover during reflood;
13. metal water reaction;
14. water hammer effects;
15. wall friction losses;
Execution of Problems With TRAC-PF1 Code :
The following problems were run on CYBER 170/730 Computer at TIFR
using the code TRAC-PF1.
1. Zion reactor core test of reactivity feedback from time 0 to 2 seconds.
q

Power is ramped from zero to full power (3.29 X 10 watts).
2. Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR), Coarse node version with 2 loops based
on Zion 4-loops PWR.
3. Four pipe heated wall blowdown.
4. FLECHT flooding rate test no 4831.
The results were found In good agreement with the available results end
typical computer execution time and nodallzatlon of the problems are given
below:
Problems No.

1

Nodalization

5Compflt4Jun

Bxecution

Time (sec)

CYBER 170/730

CDC-7600

217.32

16.86

2

23 Comp & 26 Jun

230.77

19.49

3

6 Comp A 5 Jun

218.93

16.54

4

5 Comp & 3 Jun

21S.2S

16.04

Bxecution of Sample Problems with RSLAP4/MOD6 Code :
The following problems were run on CYBER 170/730 computer and the
results w e n found to be In good agreement.
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Execution Time (sec)

Nodallzatlon

Problem

(Vol.Jun.Heat Slab)

CYBER

CDC-7600

170/730
1 6 Volumes

6 , 8 , 4

2 PWR (EM)

44 ,

62 ,

29

234.5
57.4

30.5
7.0

2,

2,

20

87.8

11.3

25 ,

36 ,

3 FLECHT-85
4 BWR 100%Break

25

317.3

38.4

2 , 20

1416.6

243.0

31 , 31 , 46

4282.7

672.0
144.0

2 ,

5 FLECHT • 4831
6 FLECHT- 3105B
7 SEMISCALE-S-03-07

3 ,

3,

12

1063.7

8 SEMISCALE-S-03-09

47 ,

54 ,

49

6047.6*

6294.0

* Run partially
Execution of Problems with RELAPS/MOD1/CY-018:
The following problems were executed on CYBER - 170/730 computer. The
result were found to be In good agreement with those supplied with the code .
' •*. sample problems from RELAP5/MOD1 workshop held at Idaho Falls, Idaho
.arch 30 - Aplll 3, 1981) were also run.

Problem

Description

Execution Tlme(sec)
CYBER
CDC-7600
170/730

1. EDBASE

Edward's pipe problem

111

10

2. EDHTRK

-do-

111

14

3. PUMP2

2 loops with pump

64

10

4. WCREARE

RELAP5 workshop

4296

200

5. WFNEVL

-do-

6. WEDHTRK

-do-

112

-

7. WPROB2

-do-

328

34

-do-

325*

8. WPROB3

* Run partially

53*

-

108
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S.2 Hypothetical Core Disruptive Analysis for Fast Reactors
- Subhash Chandra and V.K.Iain
A hypothetical core disruptive accident (HCDA) is a design basis accident in
the case of fast reactors. During such an accident the secondary critlcallty due
to a recompactlon of the core is ultimately quenched by the disassembly of the
core. The two-dimensional Eulerian code ANfiXDI is used for the analysis of
HCDAs presently. The code can take Into account the nonequllibrlum
thermohydrodynamic forces. The hydrodynatnic model of ANEXDI assumes a
dispersed phase flow regime and is based on conservation of nuss.momentum and
energy of the two phases (vapour and liquid) separately and an equation of state
for the compressible phase, The other phase remains incompressible and assumes
the pressure of the compressible phase Instantaneously. The numerical procedure
for the hydrodynamlc part is based mainly on the implicit multlfleld Bulerlan
(IMF) method of Amsden and Harlow.
The external energy source due to fission is calculated using the point
reactor model. The point reactor model assumes that the spatial neutron flux
distribution does not change with time. Thus the neutron flux distribution In the
beglnlng is supplied as input. This approximation may fall apart in the case of
bigger fast reactors where flux shape changes may be significant.
To improve upon this aspect of the code ANEXDI, a capability of neutron
flux distribution as and when required has now been Incorporated. Presently the
neutron flux distribution is limited to one energy group. This has been mainly
done to reduce computational time. The two-dimensional (R-Z) fluxes are
calculated using the method of sweeps in which fluxes on a horizontal or vertical
line are simultaneously calculated. The eigenvalue Is calculated using the
standard fission source iteration scheme. The instantaneous fluxes are used to
calculate various point kinetics parameters at these so called macrotlme step
intervals. The modified «ode is presently being used to analyse the hypothetical
core disruptive accidents in the case of fast breeder test reactor.
6

NUCLEAR FUSION

6.1 Effect of Plasma Tail In One-Dimensional Numerical Simulation of Laser
Driven Fusion - N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawande
Basic to the understanding of various inertlal confinement fusion (ICF)
schemes are numerical simulation experiments.. These experiments can be
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conveniently carried out using hydrodynamic approach for the description of
pellet plasma. A prepulse from the laser converts a pellet into a spherical, fully
ionised plasma with a density tail extending well beyond the core radius of the
plasma. The absorption and scattering of laser light in laser fusion targets, in
general, is very much dependent on the exact form of laser density profiles.
Exact modelling of various physical processes involved is a very complex
process . "However, many interesting problems can be studied with the help of
much simpler computer programs. Most of these programs assume a simplified
model of laser light absorption. The absorption of laser light Is supposed to occur
via Inverse bremsstrahlung upto the critical density. At the critical density
either all or a specified fraction of remaining laser power Is absorbed to account
for anomalous absorption in an empirical manner. In this paper effect of plasma
tall Is studied with the above mentioned simplified model of laser light
absorption.
Description of the Computer Program used :
A modified version of one-dimensional laser fusion code MEDUSA is used
for the study. Program uses Lagranglan co-ordinates for hydrodynamic
simulations. Plasma Is assumed to consist of charge-neutral mixture of electrons
an) various species of ions and atoms or molecules which are collectively
referred to as 'Ions'. The electrons and ions form two separate subsystems with
the corresponding set of variables. Charge neutrality requires that the two
subsystems share the same velocity. Electric and magnetic fields are neglected
and the two subsystems are coupled together by a common velocity and by
exchange of energy due to electron-ion collisions. The electron density changes
with time only because of hydrodynamic motions while the ion density may
suffer a further change due to nuclear reactions. Heat transport Is via
(free-streaming limit corrected) classical thermal conduction. Laser light
absorption is via Inverse bremstrahfeng up to the critical density and all the
remaining light energy is dumped at critical surface to account for anomalous
absorption. Ions are assumed to behave as a non-degenerate perfect gas while
Fermi-Dlrac equation of state is used for electrons which may either be
non-degenerate, partially degenerate or fully degenerate.
Problem chosen for the study:
Simulations are carried out for a 60 mlcrogram SO-SO DT spherical pellet
incident with CO, laser light of wave length 1X10 meters. The radius of the
pellet considered is 4.8X10" meters, and has a uniform density of 124.0 Kg/m .
Laser pulse considered is of the shape
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P(t) a P0(l-t/T)"S

(1)

This corresponds to the optimum pulse shape required for the generation of
q

a converging sequence of shocks. P is taken as 1.5X10 watts and pulse duration
T Is 20.0 nanoseconds. The shape factor 3 is taken as 2. Maximum laser power is
restricted to 1.0X10 watts and laser is switched off the moment It deposits a
total of 4.0X10 Joules of energy to the plasma.
The plasma profile consists of a high density core of radius r surrounded by
a low density tail of thickness r ( . Tail is considered to have a parabolic profile
with density at tall beginning and end being 0.0249 and 0.00248 of the core
density respectively . Three cases are considered. For the first case the tail
thickness is taken as zero and in this case all laser power is deposited at the
outermost surface of the pellet. In case two r = r » 4.8X10 -4 m and case three
t

C

has tail thickness r. twice the core radius r .
Results and Conclusions:
In Figure-1, density and neutron production rates at the centre of sphere are
plotted vs time. We note that the compressions achieved and the neutron yield*
are nearly the same In the three cases. However, there is a shift in the peak
indicating that the hydrodynamlc motion Is slightly sluggish In the presence of
tail. In Flgure-2 space profiles of density and ion and electron temperatures are
shown at the time of maximum compression. Space profiles are also seen to be
similar In the three cases.
It is seen from the above study that if anomalous abso.-ption is accounted for
In a phenomenological manner than the presence of plasma tall does not affect
the compressions, electron and ion temperatures and hence the neutron and
fusion yields except for a small delay in achieving the maximum yield. It is
proposed that with a phenomenological model of anomalous laser absorption one
need not consider the plasma tail for saving the computation time without unduly
sacrificing any accuracy. The laser power may be assumed to be absorbed at the
outermost surface of the pellet.

1.
2.
3.

References:
Zimmerman G.B., "Numerical Simulation of the High Density Approach to
Laser Fusion", UCRL - 74811 (1973)
Gupta N.K. and Lawande S.V. "Numerical Simulation of Laser Driven
Fusion", BARC/I-776 (1983)
Goldman E.B., Plasma Physics, 15, 289 (1973).
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6.2 Raylelgh - Taylor Instability of an Ablatively Accelerated Target with a
Realistic Density Profile - N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawande
In order to achieve the desired fusion yield in an Inertial confinement fusion
(ICF) system, it is necessary to compress the fuel upto as much as 10 to 10
times the solid density. During the course of spherical implosion that is
necessary to achieve this high degree of compression unavoidable departure from
symmetry arises. The main sources for these assymetrles are the pellet
fabrication asymmetry, non-uniformity of beam illumination and hydrodynamic
Instability. Hydrodynamic instabilities that are generally encountered in laser
fusion are filamentatlon instability, thermomagnetlc instability and Raylelgh
-Taylor Instability. The last one Is an Inherently unavoidable problem and Is the
subject matter of this paper. In the classical analysis of two superimposed
fluids with different densities treated as incompressible fluids, the growth rate
of the Raylelgh -Taylor instability y = (akg)1/2 , where 'a' is the atwood number
given as ( Pn~Pi V( P_+Pi )» k Is the wave number, g is the acceleration , p. and p.
being the densities of heavy and light fluids respectively. Por one fluid with a
constant density and a free boundary at one side, the atwood number 'a' is unity.
However, a realistic density profile generated In pellet implosion will be far off
from these idealized cases. Here, we consider a density profile fitted by
different exponentials in four spatial regions as illustrated In Figure-1. At x = 0,
the plasma has its maximum density p . To the left, towards negative x, the
density decreases until it reaches a minimum of p. at x = - x . To the right,
towards positive x, the density again decreases and reaches critcal density pc at
*
x = x . . The region between x = 0 to x = x . is divided into two at x = x where
density reaches a value p . Beyond x = x . , the density is assumed to remain
constant. By varying the density profile parameters p Ip , pn/p , p , x . and x
C

S

U

S

A

it is possible to simulate a particular density distribution that may exist in a
laser fusion experiment. Our aim is to study how the growth rate y is modified as
the profile parameters change. It is interesting to note that the exponential
profiles are the only ones which can be analysed analytically .
The Rayleigh-Taylor Instability is determined by the eigenvalue of the
equation
d/dx [p dVx/dx] - k's/y3ldp/dx)Vx - k r p(x)Vx = 0

(1)
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The density profiles is given by
p(x) = p exp[B ( x . - x * ) + B x * t B x l , -x SxSO
C

1

il

#

1

O

p(x)
p(x) « p c exp(B j x A - B^x], x
p(x) - p c , xA<x

(2)

where Ba> Ba and B are the exponential constants for the three regions.
Solution of eq. (1) will have eight unknown constants, two in each space
regions, and hence we require eight boundary conditions. The required boundary
conditions are the continuity of V and its derivative at x»o, x=x and x=xA> free
surface condition at x=-x and vanishing of V as x -» <». These boundary
conditions give a characteristic equation for the eigenvalue Y involving a 7x7
determinant. This characteristic eq. after some algebra can be written as
(r j + k) A CO - (r^ + k) A ( O » 0

(3)

where
A (r) - ((q -r)a(q ) exp(-q x ) - (q -r) a(q ) exp(-q x )J exp[-r(x.-x )]
3

1

L

X

2

3

(4)

J%

and
a(q) . ( p r k 2 g/ Y a ) exp(-p j x o )(p r q)- ( p ^ k»g/Y2) exp(-paxo)(pi-q)
PjiPo' li'^j *n<1 ri»ro • "

tne

roots of the quadratic eqs.

(5)
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p 2 + pflj - k'd+gfij/Y2) - 0
q 2 - q02 - k 2 (l-ge 2 /Y 2 ) = 0
r2 - r0 3 - k 2 d-g3 3 /Y 2 ) = 0

(6)

Eq. (3) Is a trancendental equation whose solution gives the required growth rate.
In order to solve equation (6) we first scale the distances by X and define a
normalised growth rate y = y/V(kg) . As can be seen by direct substitution, two
stable modes are y
= -1 . However we are interested in the growing modes
which are obtained by solving equation (6) numerically. We observe that there
are a large number of roots clustering around y = 0. However, we need to search
for the largest value of y which corresponds to the fastest growing mode. We
scanned various density profiles obtained by different combinations of profile
parameters and for each density profile, kx. is varied from 0.1 to 6.0. We
observe that for all the cases y is less than unity. The behaviour of the growth
rate Y versus kx. is shown in Figure-2 for some density profile. It is concluded
that a realistic density profiles generated in laser ablated plasma having a shape
similar to Figure-1 may lead to a reduction in the Instability growth rate as
compared to the classical one. A more complete analysis requires the study of
three-dimensional hydrodynamic equations Including at least the heat conduction
processes.
References:
1. S.Chandrasekhar, Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic Stability, Oxford
University Press, London (1968).
2. K.O. Mikaelian ansd J.D. Lindl, Phys. Rev., A29, 290 (1984).
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6.J Self Similar Solutions for a Two - Phase Medium - M.K.Srivastava
The self similar problem for spherical and cylindrical systems was solved for
a two phase medium in which the rarefaction wave effect was taken into account
at the two phase interface. It was found that the maximum compression
achievable is reduced when the minor medium, say DT, is surrounded by •
relatively higher density medium.
The code MEDUSA is being modified to incorporate Los Alamos equation of
state and a better fitting formula for the cross-section. This Is still In progress.
7

IAEA CO-ORDINATED RESEARCH

7.1 IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme ~ B.P.RaitOgl,
R.P.Jain, P.D.Krlshnanl, K.R.Srlnivacan and H.D.Purandare

H.C.Hurla,

Computer codes MURLI, CLIMAX, TACHY, STAR, CLUB, CRITIC, and
TRIVENI with detailed documents including the manager1! manual, UMf'l manual
and he theory of the codes were prepared and transferred to NIA - Sala lank
In connection with the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Pt&gt&m.ma.

MATHEMATICAL

PHYSICS
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8

FEATURE ARTICLE

8.1 Feedback in Nature - M.S.Trasi.
Feedback is a phenomenon with which physicists and engineers working in
the areas of electronics, control engineering and cybernetics are familiar; one Is,
however, tempted to take for granted that It Is largely confined to these areas
alone and that It rarely occurs, If at all, beyond the pale of their frontiers. It is
generally not realised that the existence of non-linearity, feedback and control
Is wide-spread in nature; these phenomena are, in fact, as old 65 ihe hills, and
appear, on closer study, to obey certain natural laws. It is the purpose of this
article to dwell on the universality of feedback as a law of nature and to
examine under what set of circumstances ( or conditions, as a mathematician
would say) feedback makes its appearance and also to try to show that feedback
is not just a stray example of one of nature's whims, but is always the effect of a
set of causes.
Divergence
A natural phenomenon:
A diverging phenomenon is one which grows without cessation and in an
unbounded manner; such phenomena are very common In nature and one
encounters them in all walks of life. Instances in every day life, with which we
are all too familiar, are the population explosion, urba.i building boom,
proliferation of slums in cities, industrial expansion, rise of corruption, etc.
These instances are drawn from the social and economic life of the physical
world in which we live. In nuclear reactor physics, there is the well-known
example of the "run-away" rise in power generated by fission reactions should
the multiplication factor ever exceed one,more particularly, if the reactor were
to become prompt-critical by an unhappy chance; In a bomb, the divergence of
energy released from chemical or nuclear reactions occurs within an
infinitesimal fraction of a second, as a consequence of which an explosion takes
place. Even In the relatively more abstract field of mathematics, we frequently
come across a divergent series, whose sum tends to infinity unless certain
conditions are imposed on the variable which Is the argument of each term of the
series; the conditions constrict the variable to lie within a certain open interval
(or circle, if the variable Is complex) of convergence; thus the geometric series
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reaction plays in Newton's third law in physics; it may be said that negative
feedback is a subtle form of the reaction In Newton's third law. On closer study,
it will be realised that even where positive feedback exists in some input-output
systems, when the output starts diverging) the positive feedback will sooner or
later, at some stage, give way to Increasingly negative feedback. It follows that
feedback is always non-linear over a large range of the output variable. This is
due to the fact that nature's processes are ultimately curative or restorative.
The Divergence - Constraints - Negative Feedback (DCNF) Law:
The discussion in the preceeding Sections leads us to the enunciation of the
following law of cybernetics:
A phenomenon in the physical world which diverges within a set of rigid or
elastic constraints will ultimately always meet with' resistance from a set of
opposing forces which constitute a negative feedback and will ultimately limit
the divergence. The term "physical" In the above theorem should also be taken to
include social, economic, political, biological etcj in fact, to apply to all the
various branches of material sciences.
Optimisation :
Since the limiting value finally attained by a diverging variable within a set
of constraints depends on the configuration and magnitude of the constrainlt. •
forces, If the set of constraints can be manipulated, then the variable can be
made to attain any finite desired value, at least within a certain range which will
depend on the degree of manipulation possible. Thus if the variable has an
optimum value as decided by some criterion or set of criteria, the negative
feedback can be approximately designed not only to limit an unbounded
divergence of a variable, but to make the latter attain Its optimum value. For
example, by a Judicious choice and implementation of population control
measures, the Malthusian optimum values for the population of a country, «s
decided by Its resources, wealth, geography etc. should be attainable. Since
mathematical modelling is an essential part of cybernetics analysis, a suitable
mathematical model should be evolved for the analysis of any system. Then the
above theorem will be useful in optimising a system to extract the maximum
benefit from it, If there are tendencies within the system which exhibit dlversive
tendencies.
Conclusion:
Inherent feedback Is naturally found to occur In nature whenever a
divergence occurs within • set of constraints, which are always found to exist, as
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nature does not favour an unbounded divergence . The theorem enunciated above,
and the discussion on It, provides a possible method of limiting an undesirable
divergence of a variable, so that it can attain a desirable or optimum value by a
suitable adjustment of the inherent feedback of the system ,
A proper mathematical model of the system would be necessary for the
optimisation of such a system.The above i.heorem and discussion can possibly
open a new avenue for work In cybernetics analysis and will afford an
opportunity, to apply the methods of control theory and systems analysis to areas
of complex problems like population dynamics, etc., which are becoming
Increasingly Important In today's context.
9

FEYNMAN PATH INTEGRALS

9.1 Some Observations On Feynamn Path Integrals In Non Relativistlc Quantum
Mechanics - S.V.Lawande
Path integrals were first introduced by Feynman as an alternative
Lagranglan formulation of non-relativistic (NR) quantum mechanics. Since then
there has been a large number of applications of this formulation in many areas
of physics. A large number of path integral theories have been presented in the
literature in the areas of particle and condensed matter physics. The basic theme
of this article is the summability of paths leading to exact propagators In NR
quantum mechanics.
The Feynman propagator Is the quantum mechanical transition amplitude for
a particle to be found at. the position x" at titne t" given that the particle was at
the position x' at an earlier time t' and has the form
K(x",t"ix',t') = < x",t"lx',t') = J expfi/ft Slxtt)] ] Dx(t)

(1)

where S[x(t)] Is the classical action functional
Slx(t)] = .J^'l. dt1 , I,=mx2/2 - V(x)

(2)

The symbol Dx(t) indicates "sum over paths". An operational meaning of the
summation of paths is as follows . Partition the time Interval T=t"-t' Into N sub
Intervals t. ,-t,. Assuming for simplicity that all sub Intervals are of equal
length, c, we have
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t'- t o <t 1 <--t N _ 1 < t N " *" ' S. • £<t.)
S

c

I

x +x

N " Eui '^ 1

l I ^ I ( X . - X . ,Vc)

(3)
(4)

and the path differential measure
Dx(t) - I/A nj^dx./A

(5)

3/2
where A * (m/2irlfic) . This choice of A yields the correct propagator for a
free particle and the analogy to Wiener integrals is evident here. The propagator
(1) 1? then defined as
K V.fig'it 1 ) » U m j ^ (A)"NJ J J exptl/fiSN] n ^ j 1 dx(

(6)

Exact Propagators :
Now the task is to evaluate the multiple Riemann Integrals In (6) and then
take the N-*» limit. This Is possible only in a few cases and only in the situations
1) where the Integrals Involve Gausslans or 2) where a recursive formula is
2
available. The well-known cases of a free particle or the harmonic oscillator
Q

with either a constant or a time-dependent frequency fall under the case 1. In
general, quadratic actions involving potentials of the form
V(x) - a(t)x2 + b(t)x +c(t)

(7)

and their three-dimensional analogues can be path Integrated. The answer
depends on the "classical path" (6S»0) and is given by the well-known Van
Vleck-Paull formula
-ix'.t1) « (l/awifi |6aScl/6x"6x11|)|)VlVlexpIl/ftS
e
clJ

(8)

Heuristic understanding of why this is so is provided by the expansion of the
action S[x(t)J around the "classical path" in which 6S=0 and terms beyond 6aS
vanish identically for quadratic actions.
A non-trivial case where Gaussian path Integrals are Involved Is the
non-local action of the type
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S = J T mx a /2-l/2 / T J T G(s,t) x(t) x(s) dsdt + J"Tf(t) x(t) dt ,
O

O O

w

G(t,s) 3 G(s,t)

(9)

for which Lagranglan Is difficult to write but the classical equation of motion Is
nut = J T G(t,s) x (s) ds
c u
c
and the propagator has the form
K(x,TiX0,0) - F(T) exp[l/f)Scl]

(10)

(11)

The exponent is as in the formula (S) but the normalization factor F(T) Is quite
different and has been obtained In an exact form . Thi; phenomenologlcal action
is a convenient way to characterize memory effects and has been used In a
number of physical applications. The general formula (11) encompasses all the
special cases from time-dependent harmonic oscillator to translatlonally
invariant action used by Feynman in his polaron problem. Furthermore, we have
derived exact analytical propagator even if a more general term of the type
Fl QJTf(t) x(t) dt ]

(12)

is Included In the action. However, In this case, the propagator can only be
expressed as an Integral.
We might add that limiting procedures Inherent In the definition (6) may be
avoided by employing prodistribution theory . This method essentially maps the
infinite dimensional Feynman integral onto a finite dimensional one and Gaussian
path Integrals including the case of non-local action (9) can be conveniently
handled by this technique .
Recursive formula for evaluating the multiple Rlemann integrals is
available8 if the potential is of the form 3 .
V(x) « O 2 (t)x 2 + g/x 3 , 0 < x < ~

(13)

where g Is a constant such that g >- fia/8 and Q (t) is an arbitrary function of
time. In particular, for V(x) - g/x',0 <x< « , the propagator takes the form.

K(x",t"!x',t'1 =[(x"x') 1/2 / ifiT] exp[i(x"2+ x'2V2fi(t"-f)] I (x'x'VlfiT)

(14)

where I is a Bessel function and y =1/2 (l+Bg/fia ) . This corresponds to the
radial propagator for a free particle In three dimensions with an angular
momentum ( y-1/2). In fact, In polar coordinates more general potentials of the
form
Vfr) = Q*r2 + a 2 /r 2 [ (cos aG)"2+(sin a9f" 2 ] 0<9<n/2a

(IS)

2
2
9
where Q, a, f and g are constants ( f>-fi /8, g>-fi /8 ) can be exactly treated
because of the possibility of expansion of the propagator in terms of so-ne known
polynomials of the angular coordinate 6. The radial propagator may then be
evaluated because It Involves potentials which are essentlallyof the form (13).
Time-Dependent Potentials
Lagranglans which depend explicitly on time pose further problems in the
path integration. A great deal of simplification arises If the classical Lagrangian
admits an invariant of motion. In particular, if the invariant is quadratic in
momentum p_, we have some interesting results . It is known that the
th< existence
11
of such an invariant requires that the potential V(x>t) be of the form
V(x,t) = (pa/p-a).x - px.x/2p + p~2F[(x-a)/p]

(16)

where pit), a(t) and F[(x-a)/p] are arbitrary functions of time. The associated
invariant has the expression
Kx,£,t) = l/2[p(p_-a)-p(x-a)]2 + F[(x-a)/p]

(17)

If we make use of the form (16) in the definition (1) of the propagator, then •
phase factor can be removed V priori . The remaining propagator can he reduced
by Introducing a change of variables
JL=(x-o)/p, T(t) = J* p~2(s) ds

(18)
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and the associated transformation of the path differential measure. We then
12
obtain the neat result .
K(x'\t"(x',t'> = (p'p")~ 1/2 exp(i/fi{x(t">- x(t')}] KQ( £",•:"! f.x1)

(19)

where
'AQ(

r.T"; I'.T1) = J expti/fiT,JT" L dx] Df(T)
X = p/2p x.x + (a-pa/p).x-l/2

Jtp2W(a/'p)/dt]2dt

L = L 0 (I, d£/dt) = 1/2 (d£ /dt) 2 - F(£)

(20)
(21)
(22)

Thus the propagator for the original time-dependent problem is related to the
propagator for an associated time-Independent problem. In particular when
y(JD=°> fin corresponds to the free particle propagator and most of the text book
examples can be explicitly worked out on the back of an envelope. K- Is also
available for F(£) = g,'£2 ( cf Eq.(14)). It is also possible to show easily that the
propagator admits an expansion in terms of the elgenfunctlons of the invariant
operator.
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9.2 Exact Propagator For General Two-Time Quadratic Actions
- D.C.Khandekar
Introduction:
In the context of a path integral theory, non-local quadratic actions arise in
many physical applications. The general form of such actions Is
S = <m/2>0JTxl2dt - 0 J T dt 0 J T ds G(t,s)[x(t) - x(s)]2

(1)

where G(t,s) (without any loss of generality) Is a symmetric function of t and s.
Physically G(t,s) is a simple phenomenological way of characterizing memory
effects which arise when the given system is in Interaction with a larger system
(e.g. a heat bath or a reservoir).
Historically, Feynman was the first to introduce a non-local action of the
type (1) in his path Integral theory of the polaron problem. A simple form of (1)
was also used by Bezak for treating an electron gas In a random potential. It has
also been exploited in the calculation of the density of electron states in
disordered systems ~ . In an altogether different context, the action has been
found useful for discusslong the propagation of waves In random media .
Derivation of the Propagator!
According to the conventional polygonal approach the propagator is to be
evaluated as:
K(x", t"s X1, f ) - limN -» oo KN(x", f; x1, V)

(2)

where K.T is defined as
N
ooN-1
(3)
n dxk exp[(l/h)S N
N
Nk-l
Here A-. , the normalization factor required to define the path differential
K

*A

J
-00

J
—oo

M/2

measure, is given by (m/2irihe)
and S N , is the discretlzed form of the action
defined over the partition of the time interval lt',t"J into N subintervals each of
length c. With the notation, x^ - x(tj,), xQ » x', x^ » xH we can write S-. as,
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2
G (x -- x )
(4)
},k j
k
k
When
hen the expressions for A., and Sj. are inserted in (3) the expression for K., in
S
N

=

N
2
N N
[ m / 2 e ) I (x - x
) - e2 7 E
£=1 k
k-1
J»r k=Ti

Eq. (3) takes the form
KN(x, Ti xQ, 0) = (a/in) N/2 exp[la(x* + x*)]_o0Jo°dX exp[la(X P X - J X Y ]

(5)

where a = (2hc /m)~ and c =T/N. X and Y are column vectors having (N-l)
components. The components of X are x , , x , , ..., x., , , while Y has the
components y. = xQ, y. = 0, 2 £ j £ U-2 and y^, , = x » . Further x and y. denote
respectively the row vectors corresponding to X and Y. P is an (N-D-dimenslonal
square matrix with the following structure

2+ 8^ -O^ , g tJ = (4c 3 /m) Qi} ,0^ = Egjj

(6)

The Gaussian Integral In (5) may be easily evaluated, yielding the result
KKt = D.T exp(-lXVT)

(7)

where x«, and Dj. are given by

D N = (a / i ir det P ) 1 / 2

(9)

We need next to evaluate the exponent x>T and the normalization factor D., in
N
N
the limit, N -» oo with Nc = T. These limiting expressions have been derived by
Khandekar et al . When these are inserted in Eq.(7), we obtain the desired
expression for the propagator associated with the actiond).
K(x, T j x 0 , 0) - (m/2 ir i h C Q J Q J ) 1 7 2 expl(i/h)S cl ]

(10)
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where S , is the action along the classical path and Is given by
el
(x - x 0 ) 2 v'(T) / (v(T) - v(0»

(11)

Here v(T) denotes the value of v(t), the non-constant solution of the differential
equation
mv" + 40JTG(t,s) lv(t) -v(s)] ds

(12)

at t=T. The quantities Q, and Q, are obtained by solving two equations. Q,(T) is
the value of Q(t) which satisfies the equation
mQ" + 4Q(t)0JT G(t,s) ds > 0, Q(0> =0 , Q'(0) - 1

(13)

at t=T. Finally Q, is given by
Q2 = exp(0JTdt j j 0 duR(t, t, u )

(14)

where K(t,s,u) satisfies the equation
R"(t ,s) + R(t,s)0JTG(t,s)ds = G(t,s) + u 0 J T G(t,t") R(t", s)dt"

(15)

subject to the conditions R(0,s) = R(T,s) = 0 for all s In (0,1]. The explicit
expression for K will depend on the nature of the kernal G(t,s). For a particular
case when G(t,s) = constant = Q3 /4T the propagator expression (10) simplifies to
K(x,tiX0,0) = (m/2irihT)1/2(OT/2sin(QT/2)) exp[ttmO/4h)cot(OT/2)(x-x0)2]

(16)

Application:
We shall now apply the propagator expression obtained in Bq.(16) to find the
density of electronic states (DOS) in a posltlonally disordered solid. The central
problem here is to evaluate the average propagator K(x, Tjx., 0) associated with
the electron motion in the field of randomly distributed scatteren. The DOS Is
given by the Fourier transform of K(x,Tj x,0) over T. Several other
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7 8
approaches to this problem ~ yield only "the most probable propagator" and,
thereforei do not describe DOS correctly over entire range of energy. Using the
path Integral approach it has been shown in Ref .3 that the problem of finding the
tveraae Green's function and hence DOS reduces to path Integrating an action
functional containing a non local term. Under certain assumptions on the
2
strength of the scattering potential the average propagator is described by
Eq.(16>. The parameter ft depends on the range and strength of the scattering
potential. Therefore to obtain the DOS for this model problem we have to merely
obtain the Fourier transform of the diagonal part of K of Eq.(16). Using the
relation between K of Eq.(16) with propagator associated with the harmonic
q

oscillator (HOP) of frequency Q and the expansion of the HOP in terms of
elgenfunctions of Schrb'dlnger equation it is possible to show that DOS n(E) is
given by
n(E) = ^ J expClET/h) K(x, T; x, 0) dT
(mO2/2nh) v^n/2 £ 1/[E - (n + l/2)hft] 3/2

(17)

and zero otherwise. Here M is the largest integer such that E- (n+l/2)hQ ) 0. This
result Is different in two ways than the earlier results. The DOS obtained by
other approaches predict a finite exponetlally decaying DOS as £ -> -<». In
contrast Eq.(17) implies than n(E) = 0 if E 1/2 hQ . Further, the behaviour of
n(E) is not exponential. We have also found that similar conclusions hold even If a
more realistic electron ion potential Is used. The propagator in this case was
evaluated In first cumulant approximation with respect to a trial action (1) and
G(t,s) = O2/4T.
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9.3 Path Integration of a General Two-Time Quadratic Action by Promeasure
Approach - D.C.Khandekar, Sunil Datta and S.V.Lawande
Theory of prodistributlons Is applied to path integrate a general two-time
quadratic action characterizing the memory effects. The resulting Feynman
propagator is exact and is in the form of an exponential integral over a single
variable. A case where the integral is explicitly evaluated for an arbitrary
memory kernel, Is presented to highlight the closed analytical structure of the
propagator obtained. All special cases treated in the literature follow from this
general expression.
9.4 Time-Dependent Invariants and the Feynman Propagator
- A.K.Dhara and S.V.Lawande
A class of recently discussed time-dependent classical Lagrangians
possessing invariants Is considered from a quantum-mechanical point of view.
Quantum mechanics is Introduced directly through the Feynman propagator
defined as a path Integral Involving the classical action. It is shown, without
carrying out explicit path integration, that the propagator for these time
-dependent problems is related to the propagator of associated time-independent
problems. The expansion of the propagator in terms of the eigenfunctions of the
Invariant operator and the quantum superposition principle follow naturally In
our scheme. The theory is applied to obtain explicitly exact propagators for some
illustrative examples.
9.5 Feynman Propagator for Time-Dependent Lagrangians Possessing an
Invariant Quadratic in Momentum - A.K.Dhara and S.V.Lawande
A class of time-dependent classical Lagrangians possessing an Invariant
quadratic in momentum Is considered from a quantal point of view. Quantum
mechanics Is introduced through the Feynman propagator defined as a path
Integral. It is shown , without explicit path Integration, that the propagator for
such a time-dependent system is related to the propagator of an associated
time-independent problem. The expansion of the propagator In terms of the
eigenfunctions of the invariant operator is derived and the equivalence of the
present theory to that of Lewis and Relsenfeld is discussed. Explicit analytic
forms of propagators are obtained for some cases to Illustrate the application of
the present approach.
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10 QUANTUM OPTICS
10.1 Optical Double Resonance - S.V.Lawande, R.R.Purl, R.D'Souza and
Q.V.Lawande
Optical double resonance which involves a stepwise excitation of a three
-level atom has been theoretically studied by Whltley and Stroud ,
3

0

Cohen-Tannoudji and Reynaud , Mavroyannls and experimentally by Pique and
Plnard , Salomaa , Gray and Stroud and others. Theoretical studies involve the
double resonance fluorescence spectra and the Autler-Townes doublet. In most
of the above works the effects due to finite bandwldths of the excitation fields
and multi-atom effects were not considered. The excitation bandwidth may arise
due to phase and/or amplitude fluctuations in the fields. Recently, the effects of
excitation bandwldths due to phase fluctuations on the Autler-Townes doublet
a

and the fluorescent spectra

have been reported. Some results have also been
Q

reported on the multi-atom effects in optical double resonance . We have
obtained some analytical results of the fluorescent spectra in the high field limit
taking Into account finite bandwidth effects arising from both the phase and
amplitude fluctuations in the excitation fields
' .We have also studied the
13
multi-atom effects in optical double resonance by comparing exact numerical
results on the optical double resonance fluorescence spectra and Autler-Towner
doublet between one and tivo atoms.
The general conclusion is that in the absence of phase fluctuations, the
spectra are symmetric and show a Lorentzian peak at the excitation frequencies
and two pairs of side-bands located at Tfi and T2O from the excitation
frequencies where Q is ( a3 + a3 ) x * and 2a and 2a are the Rabi frequencies
in 1.,

2

1

2

of the upper two states ' . If the phase fluctuations are Included, the central
peak as well as the remote side-bands get suppressed
and as bandwidths are
o

increased the Stark quintuplets reduce to Stark doublet .
On the other hand the amplitude fluctuations have no effect on the central
12
peak but affect only the side bands
which tend to reduce the peak heights and
broaden the peaks.
For more than one atom one expects further the effects due to atomic
cooperation. Thus, in the case of two atoms, apart from the Autler-Townes
doublet ore indeed sees a dip in the population curve which is absent for one
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atom. Further evidence of the co-operative effect is seen from the fluorescent
spectra. One obtains an extra pair of side bands (absent for one atom) at higher
13
frequency .
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10.2 Exact Analysis of the Fluorescent Dicke Model In the Thermodynamic
Limit - D.C.Khandekar, K.V.Bhagwat and S.V.Lawande
A system of N identical two-level atoms occupying the same site (Dlcke
model) driven by a coherent field is considered. From the known exact steady
state atomic density operator, exact closed form expressions for the atomic
observable s,

their fluctuations

and correlation functions

are

constructed.

Asymptotic analysis is used to obtain the behaviour of these atomic variables
with respect to the driving field parameters In the thermodynamic limit N -»<» .
10.3 Optical Double Resonance Spectra Under Finite Bandwidth Excitations
- Richard D'Souza, Q.V.Lawande ansd S.V.Lawande
A formalism based on the theory of multiplicative stochastic processes is
presented to treat the effects of finite bandwlth excitations on the optical
double resonance spectra. Numerical results for the fluorescent spectra and the
second-order intensity correlation functions are presented and discussed.
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11 TRANSPORT THEORY
11.1 Derivation of the Diffusion Equation and Boundary Conditions from the
Fokker-Planck Equation - S.V.G.Menon and D.C.Sahni
The theory of Brownlan motion has been used to model many physical
phenomena, e.g. chemical reactions. Apart from the applications, there is an
Intrinsic Interest in the topic because it illustrates a procedure to account for
the effects of fluctuations on the macroscopic parameters of a system. The
Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) is an equation of motion for the distribution
function f(r,v,t) for the fluctuating variables r and v of the Brownian particle.
The one-dimensional FPE reads as
3f/3t +v3f/3x =3/3v(vf) +32f/3v2,

(1)

where the spacefa), veloclty(v) and time(t) variables are expressed in units of
0"1, (k B T/m) 1/2 , ET1(kBT/m)1/2 respectively. Here 0 is the friction coefficient
(Stoke's law, "(3±6iTTia"), k_ is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature
D

of the medium. The quantity f(x,v,t)dxdv can also be interpreted as the number
of Brownlan particles In dxdv at time t. When the initial distribution f(x,v,0) is
specified at t=0, the FPE describes its time evolution. In many applications the
knowledge of the distribution function is not required; it suffices to know the
particle density n(x,t)=Jfdv. Therefore, an approximate description of Brownlan
2
2
motion in terms of the diffusion equation (DE), 3n_V3t=3 n D /3x , is of Interest.
(Note that we distinguish between the exact density n and the density n_
satisfying the DE.) However, it is necessary to Investigate the range of validity
of the DE .
For certain applications, it is necessary to Impose boundary conditions (BC)
on the distribution function. For example, consider the diffusion of a volatile gas
dissolved in an Inert solvent . The gas molecules (assumed to be much heavier
than the solvent molecules so that the FPE is applicable) diffuse in the solvent
until they reach the surface (say x=0) where they evaporate. Assuming that the
solvent occupies the region xiO, we can impose a BC, f(0,v,t)=0 for v>0, to
denote that no gas molecules enter the solvent surface. This BC represents a
perfectly absorbing boundary and may be generalised as
f(0,v,t)-K£(0,-v,t) for v>0 ,
(2)
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to allow the possibility that the boundary is neither perfectly absorbing (K=0) nor
specularly reflecting (K=l). Intermediate values of K «KK<1) correspond to
partial reflection and can be used to model certain diffusion controlled
reactions . For these problemsi the DE as well as the BC for n D have to be
deduced from the FPE. Boundary conditions as in Eq.(2) are well known in
neutron transport theory.
We shaH now briefly outline a new procedure which yields the DE and the
BC. Our starting point is a representation for the solution of the FPE in terms
of the infinite medium Green's function, G(x,v,t|x',v',t'),
f(x,v,t) ^fdx'^dv'

G(x,v,t Ix'.v'.O) f(x',v',0)

+0Jtdt1_ooJoodv1G(x,vIt|0,v1,t1)v'f(0,v1,f) .

(3)

In this equation) the first term Is the contribution to f(x,v,t) from the Initial
distribution, f(x',v',0), of Brownian particles. The second term is the contribution
due to the particles (of velocity v') crossing the boundary (x=0) at time t'j the
rate of crossing being v'f(0,v',t'). We note that the BC of Eq.(2) can be exactly
imposed in Eq.O). Then taking the limit ~x-*0, one gets an Integral equation for
f(0,v,t), for vSO, which should be solved to obtain the complete solution f(x,v,t)
from Bq.(3). The Infinite medium

Green's function, G, has been given by

Chandrasekhar . Since the diffusion description uses the density , we integrate
Eq.(3) over v and obtain a representation for the density,

0

_

o

GQ(x,t sx'.v'.f) Kx'.v'.O)

o

+ 0 J t dt'_ oo J oo dv l G 0 (x,t)0,v l ,t 1 )v 1 f(0,v 1 ,y 1 ),

(4)

The kernel In this Integral representation is GQ-/Gdv end is given by
Gfl « (4iry)

i/

'expt-(x-x'-v 1 e 1 )''/4Y],

(5)

where e^l-e"" 1 and •Y(T)«T-(3-4e~T+e~aT)/2 with T=t-t'.On taking the large T
limit of GQ and then expanding about v'«0, we find that
Go « k(x-x',T)+h(x-x',T)v72 ,

(6)
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where k(x,t)=(4nt)"1/2exp(-x2/4t) Is the diffusion kernel and h(x,t)=xk/t. Using
this approximation to G. In Eq.(3) and denoting the corresponding density we get
nD(x,t)=0JOodx'_OTJOodv'k(x-x',t')f(x1,v',0)
+0Jtdt'

o8/

oo

dv1[Wx,t-tl)+hfx,t-t')v72]v1f(0,v'ftl).

(7)

It can be easily shovm that nD(x,t) satisfies the DE and the BC
nD'(0,t)+Aft)nD(0,t)=0. The parameter A(t)=[(l-K)_ooJ-°vf(0,v,t)dv] [ ( U K ) j V
f(0,v,t)dv] Is proportional to ratio of the average velocity and average energy
of the Brownlan particle at the boundary . In the terminology of neutron
transport theory, A" =nD(0(t)/n'_(0,t) is the linear extrapolation distance.
Explicit evaluation of this parameter requires the solution of the Integral
equation for f(0,v,t) mentioned earlier. An approximate calculation yields
A(t)=U-K) (1+K)"1 (2/ir) 1/2 , which is independent of time.
It has also been possible to investigate the range of validity of the DE by
calculating the error In- n«| using the representations for n and n_. It has been
found that |n- ruJ tends to zero for large time t and distance x from the
boundary as expected from physical considerations. More details and relation to
earllar work can be found In Ref.3.
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11.2 Condensation Rate on a Black Sphere via Fokker-Planck Equation
- Vlnod Kumar and S.V.G.Menon
Recently the solution of the steady state Fokker-Planck Equation (FPE) In
the presence of an absorbing sphere has been of considerable interest
. Sahni
obtained an asymptotic solution to FPE and realised that the correct solution
should consist of this asymptotic mode plus an infinite number of transient! that
die away far from the absorbing boundary. The application of Burnett function
2
expansion
Indeed
does
give
such
solutions.
The
Burnett
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functions are the elgenfunctlons of the Fokker-Planck collision operator . Thus,
there is a strong motivation for applying this technique to the present problem
13
specially In view of Its success In slab geometry problem ' . However, both the
1
2
earlier studies of Waldenstrom et al and Sahnl have been limited to lowest
order expansions and do not properly reflect the relative advantages and
limitations of this method.
In our work we consider the solution of steady state spherically symmetric
FPE In an Infinite homogeneous medium surrounding an absorbing sphere using
the Burnett function expansion method. Our object is to calculate the
condensation rate as a function of the radius of the absorbing sphere and to study
the convergence of the results us the order of approximation is increased.
We consider the Fokker-Planck equation for spherically symmetric system
in dimenslonless variables
v[u8W/9r+r~l (1 -u 2 )aw/3u]
= 3W+v8W/3v + l/2v"2a/8v(v2aw/8v)+a/u a-u 2 )aw/3u.

(1)

Eq.(l) Is to be solved In the region »SrS°°, -lSuSl and OSvSoo with the boundary
condition that
W(a,v,u)=0,

for OSuSl, OSvSoo.

(2)

The normalized coagulation coefficient (the condensation rate) is defined as
Kc= -2a(npo)"1/dv vuW(a,v,u>,

(3)

where dv=2irv dvdu and n^ Is the particle density at r=<». We attempt a solution
of Bq.(l) as
^

3/2

2

(

4

)
4^

where fM'v)«ir~ exp(-v ) and ^^fv.u) are the Burnett functions ' . These
functions satisfy orthogonality relations also. As discussed elsewhere , we
represent the solution as a sum of asymptotic and transient solutions which are
truncated
depending
on
the
order
of
approximation
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Subsequently the normalized coagulation coefficient of Sq. (3) is calculated by
applying Marshak boundary conditions .
The normalized coagulation coefficient of Eq. (3) was computed using L N P R
approximation and these results are presented in the Table for different radii of
the absorbing sphere. We observe that for large radii ( 21.0) the L7P7 results
have almost converged. However, for small radii (e.g. a=0.05) the LJP7 results
have not converged. The situation is very much similar to that encountered In
the spherical Milne problem of classical neutron transport theory .
TABLE
Normalized Coagulation Coefficients
L

Radius

MPK " A P P r o x l m a t l o n
5P5
0.9898
0.9024

L7P?

100.0
10.0

0.9140

3P3
0.9898
0.9031

0.7B02

0.7418

0.7390

0.7383

3.333

L

L

1P1
0.9907

L

0.9897
0.9021

1.0

0.5173

0.4318

0.4221

0.4195

0.5

0.3504

0.2690

0.2543

0.2504

0.1

0.09943

0.07770

0.06585

0.06061

O.OS

0.05274

0.04421

0.03737

0.03263
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11.3 The Effect of Angular Dispersion Term on the Energy Deposition of Fast
a-Partlcles Slowing Down in a D-T Plasma - S.D.Paran)ape and D.C.Sahnl
The transport and energy deposition of suprathermal charged particles
slowing down in a plasma Is an important problem in the context of many
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controlled thermonuclear fusion schemes. The differential Coulomb scattering
cross-section for charged particles Is highly forward peaked and this introduces
certain peculiarities in the transport phenomenon in a fully Ionized plasma where
large angle scattering may be neglected. In a fully Ionized plasma the transport
of the test particles is governed by the linear form of the Fokker-Planck
equation when the background plasma particles are assumed to have a known
distribution function. In one-dimensional plane or spherical geometry the
Fokker-Planck equation may be written in the usual notation as :
8(U<J»/9E
where U and T are the Fokker -Planck coefficients. Many authors have obtained
solutions to this equation under various approximations. Well known techniques
of multi-group discrete ordlnates approximation have been tried for this
problem.

In the absence of the angular dispersion term analytical solutions
5-7
8
have also been obtained earlier
. He'.dy and Llgou have applied the moments
method to this problem. Their approach Is confined to an infinite homogeneous
plasma. We have recently solved the Fokker-Planck equation with angular
dispersion term in one-dimensional plane geometry by using the technique of
Fourier series expansion for the space variable and Legendre moments expansion
for the angle variable.
This technique is applicable to finite homogeneous media also. Qualitatively
the effect of angular dispersion term increases with decreasing energy and
decreases with Increasing mass of the test particles. This method can be used to
obtain a quantitative estimate of the effect on the energy deposition profiles.
We have applied this method to a benchmark problem in slab geometry. The
analytical expressions for flux obtained earlier

are used to obtain a starting

guess for the Legendre -Fourier components. These are then used In an iterative
procedure. The converged Fourier components for the total flux are then used
two calculate the energy deposition profile to plasma ions and electrons.
We find that the effect of angular dispersion on energy deposition is less
than 196 over most of the plasma region. At a distance of about 1 range away
from the source region the effect may reach 6-8% but at these points the energy
deposition itself has dropped by about two orders of magnitude. Physically the
forward peak in the scattering process becomes less prominent due to angular
dispersion and the a-particles tend to stay near the source points. As a result
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11.5 Biasing Parameter Limits for Importance Biasing
- H.C.Gupta and S.R.Dwivedi
Importance biasing schemes have already been developed for use with
various estimators in deep-penetration problems with isotropic scattering. These
schemes have been derived from zero-variance biasing schemes, developed
earlier for various reaction-rate estimators, after using approximate analytical
forms for importance functions. These biasing schemes require a biasing
parameter. Obtaining a proper bitting parameter is still a problem. It has been
observed that for certain values of the biasing parameter the variance could be
infinite even in a simple 1-D problem. Using moment equations for statistical
error prediction, for 1-D homogeneous problems a critical biasing parameter has
been obtained for last event estimator. A biasing parameter greater than this
may lead to an unbounded second moment.
11.6 Biasing Scheme for Anisotropic Scattering - H.C.Gupta and S.R.Dwivedi
In most of the deep-penetration problems the scattering is anisotropic. The
scheme becomes very complicated when anisotropy of scattering is considered in
the collision kernel. The mathematical form of the biased kernel happens to be a
joint probability density function in terms of scattering angles before and after
the collision. Sampling from this biased distribution would be very time
consuming, if not impossible. The problem has been solved by sampling the
particle's outgoing direction from a simple form of the biased kernel. In effect,
we have used the same biased angular distribution as for the isotropic case and
the effect of anisotropy in the scattering has been taken into account through
weights. Thus, simplifying the sampling procedure of scattering angle. Numerical
calculations for a sample case of 1-D slab shield with first order anisotropy were
done. The calculations have shown appreciable variance reduction over the
exponential biasing scheme for last event estimator as well as expectation
estimator.
12 NUCLEAR STRUCTURE
12.1 The Yrast States In Nuclei with A ~ 100 - Ashok Kumar and M.R.Gunye
Several highly neutron-rich nuclei of Zr to Cd with mass number A ~ 100

show well developed rotational spectra. The observed B(E2) values are quite
enhanced as in the nuclei In rare-earth and transition region with 150 £ A £
200. A characteristic feature observed from the energy spectra of these nuclei is
the sudden onset of deformation at certain neutron number around N=60. It is,
therefore worthwhile to study the nuclear structure in these nuclei in the
framework of microscopic many body formalism which has been successfully
applied earlier in the nuclei of rare-earth and transition regions.
The calculations are performed for the even isotopes of Zr, Mo, Ru, Pd and
Cd by employing a quadrupole plus pairing (Q+P) interaction Hamiltonlan which
gives a good account of the structure of heavy deformed nuclei. The claculations
are carried out in a large configuration space of Nilson orbits In N=3 and 4 major
oscillator shells for protons and N=4 and 5 major shells for neutrons with the
assumption of an inert core of 20 protons and 40 neutrons. The strengths of the
Q+P interactions are suitably fixed so as to give proper account of the
deformations in these nuclei. The energy spectra of the nuclei are obtained in a
formalism of variation after projection of angular momentum and conservation
of nucleon number. Some preliminary results of our calcualtlons show good
agreement with the available experimental data.
13 NON-LINEAR PHENOMENA
13.1 Chaos in Dynamical Systems - S.Datta and S.V.Lawande
Chaos in classical dynamical systems is characterized by the irregular
behaviour of the trajectory of the system in the 2N-dlmenslonal phase space
where N is the number of degrees of freedom. By Irregular we mean that the
trajectory explores the entire region which is energetically accessible to It,
which Is a 2N-1 dimensional shell In the 2N -dimensional space. In contrast, a
regular or an Integrable system has trajectories which are confined to surfaces
of lower dimensions which are shown to be N-torl. (An N - torus is the N-fold
cartesian product of circles). The trajectories on an N-torus may either be
closed or could densely fill up the surface of the torus. It may be remarked here
that when one talks of stochastic or chaotic behaviour of the trajectory, the
motion Is nevertheless deterministic. There is, however, no apparent order or
regularity in the motion.
Now given a Hamtltonlan H (q,p) of « classical system one may classify It as
an integrable or a non-lntegrable system. If there exists a canonical
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transformation (q,p) -» (1,6) such that
H(q,p) -» Io
then the system is said to be Integrable and the equations of motion are obtained
by quadrature. The trajectories then lie on a torus. Now the question is - if we
have a Hamlltonlan which Involves a perturbation from an Integrable one, then
do the Invariant tori break up 7 It was conjectured by many people like
Polncare, Boltzmann and Fermi that any non-lntegrable perturbation would lead
to destruction of the Invariant tori and the orbits would start wandering all over
the place. The system would, thus, become ergodic with the slightest
perturbation. However, In a remarkable computer experiment, Fermi,Pasta and
Ulam saw that the behaviour of a set of non-llnearly coupled harmonic
oscillators was not ergodic. It was, in fact, periodic. This result led to a
rethinking on the subject and culminated in the famous theorem of Kolmogorov,
Arnold and Moser or KAM theorem. Roughly the content of the theorem is as
follows. If a Hamlltonlan H(q,p) transforms as
H(q,p) -»

H(I> + XHjd.9)

where H(I) Is the integrable part then for sufficiently small values of X most of
the invariant tori survive; that is, trajectories starting on these tori remain
there. One studies the destruction of these tori with the help of Poincare maps.
The intersections of a trajectory with a p-q plane are followed. If the trajectory
is on a torus then the points of intersection generally lie on well defined curves.
If the torus is destroyed then a random pattern is formed. This process is
dramatically illustrated by the Henon-Heiles Hamlltonlan

H - l/2(pj+ p*+ qj+q* ) + q^J -1/3 qj3
The perturbation parameter here happens to be the energy E itself.
Changing S gradually from 1/12 to the dissociation energy 1/6, a gradual
destruction of the tori is observed .
„
Another approach adopted in recent times has been to study the associated
quantum problem. Haller et al.3 have shown that the statistical distribution of
spacing between adjacent levels for a Hamlltonlan of ths form
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H = H1+ H2+

jqj

shows a systematic variation as the energy of the system Is changed and the
associated classical system makes a transition from regularity to chaos. Berry
et al. have studied the moments I =Jdq|¥(q)|m of the semi-classical wave
function for chaotic and non-chaotic systems. It has been observed that in the
limit fi -» 0 , I diverges for a regular or non-chaotic classical state. But If the
classical state is chaotic then I approaches a constant value as h -» o.
We have initiated work in the last mentioned areas of the study of statistics
of quantum energy level distributions of chaotic and non-chac tic systems.
However, we are adopting a different computational approach than that being
followed by Haller et al. . The latter use the technique of matrix dlagonalizatlon
for determining energy eigenvalues. However, we follow the approach of Felt et
al. . The Schrodlnger equation is solved in the time-dependent form and the
Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function of the wave function gives
peaks at the energy eigenvalues. Computer program for this has been written and
run on the ND-Computer.
Apart from this specific example we have planned general studies of
theoretical nature on the phenomena of chaos. Existence of model systems which
show distortion and destruction of invariant tori will be some of the future
problems. The ramifications of KAM theorem and it's applications will also be
examined In detail in the near future.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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14

COMPUTER CODBS
Following is a partial list of computer codes available in the
division.

14.1 PHWR Code System
Scope : Neutronlc design of PHWRs, fuel management etc.
DUMLAC

Lattice code based on four factor formalism.

CLIMAX

Multlgroup collision probabity theory lattice code; employs

CLUB

Multigroup collision probabity theory lattice code; treats

NEWWHIRL

3-D supercell diffusion theory code to simulate reactivity

ring wise homogenisation for cluster geometry.
clusters explicitly.
devices perpendicular to channel with interface

boundary

conditions using finite difference method.
FEMSUPER

3-D supercell diffusion theory code using higher order nodal
method.

BOXER*

3-D supercell code employing collision probabity method of
solving the tranport equation.

DIMENTRI

3-D diffusion theory core calculation code.

TAQUIL

3-D diffusion theory code to calculate equilibrium power
distribution for multlbundle shift schemes and patterned age
fuelling

scheme

for

generation

of

snapshot

burnup

distribution.
FEMXEN*

2 and 3 dimensional versions for simulating

Xe-power

oscillations In large PHWRs.
FEMINA*

3-D reactor core kinetics code using nodal method and direct
method of time integration.
•These codes have been written and are presently being
validated for various PHWR situations.
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14.2 LWR Code System
Scope : Design of BWR/PWR fuel assembly; Incore fuel
management of TAPS BWRs; Design of storage racks for
spent fuel; Fuel reconsltution guidelines; Fuel reprocessing
guidelines
LIBCON

Condenses 69 group WIMS library to 28 group MINfWIMS
library with a typical LWR specturm.

MURLI

Pincell lattice code for analysing uniform square/hexagonal
lattices.

SUPERB

Supercell burnup model for BWR/PWR fuel assembly design in
square lattice.

EXCEL

Supercell burnup model for hexaconal PWR fuel'assembly
design.

COFFIT

For fitting group cross-section data obtained from SUPERB
and EXCEL codes for providing Input to core analysis codes
like COMETG, HEXGUN.

COMETG

3-D BWR core simulator used for Incore fuel management of
TAPS BWBs.

STAR
TACHY

Quarter core version of COMETG.
2-D BWR simulator for radial fuel refuelling pattern design
analysis.

HEXGUN
HEX3-D

2-D diffusion theory program for hexagonal core analyses.
3-D version of HEXGUN with hexagonal base pyramid type
meshes.

TREDIT

3-D

PWR

simulator

for

hexagonal

core

lattice

using

triangular right prismatic meshes.
FINERC

Finite element program for multlgroup diffusion

theory

analyses In 1-D, 2-D, 3-D Cartesian geometry and in 1-D,
3-D in Cylindrical geometry.
FBMSYN

Finite element synthesis model for 3-D core problems

DIFXYZ

Finite difference diffusion theory program for 1-D, 2-D, 3-D
analyses in X-Y-Z geometry.
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14.3 Safety Analysis Code System
Scope : Space time kinetics; Small and large LOCA In LWRs i
Fast reactor accident analysis) Analysis of fuel behaviour
under transient conditions.
Point kinetics model based on Cohen's method.
Point kinetics model based on modified real Integrating
factor scheme.
Point kinetics model based on Gear's method for solving
GBAR
ordinary differential equations.
ODBON
1-D with single phase coolant flow and temperature feedback.
TWODAD
Two-dimensional Adiabatlc model.
TOQUASI
Two-dimensional IQS model.
FEMINA
Three-dimensional fully implicit scheme based on nodal
expansion method.
FRANCESCA
Single channel hydrodynamics code.
RELAP4MOD6
One-dimensional homogeneous equilibrium model for light
water reactor transient analysis.
RELAP5MOD1/18 One-dimensional nonhomogeneous model for LWR transient
analysis.
TRAC-PF-1
Multidimensional non-homogeneous non-equilibrium model
for LWR transient analysis.
SASIA
Predisassembly accident analysis.
VBNUS
Disassembly accident analysis.
ANEXDI
Disassembly accident analysis.
FRAP-T6
A computer code for transient analysis of oxide fuel rods.
NARD
MRIF

14.4 ICF Code System
Scope : Preliminary analysis of target designs for lnertial
confinement fusion.
MBDUSA
MBDUSA-PIJ

1-D hydrodynamlc Lagranglan laser fusion code system.
MBDUSA with neutron slowing down module.

15 PUBLICATIONS
15.1 Publications in Journals:
1.
3,

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.

Time-dependent Invariants and the Feynman Propagator; A.K.Dhara and
S.V. Lawande , Phys. Rev. 30A, 560 (1984)
Feynman Propagator for Time-dependent Lagrangians Possessing an
Invariant Quadratic in Momentum; A.K.Dhara and S.V. Lawande ,J. Phys.
A17, 2423 (1984)
Derivation of Diffsulon Equation and Radiation Boundary Conditions from
Fokker-Planck Equation-, S.V.G.Menon and D.C.Sahni, Phy. Rev. Lett.
(Submitted)
Condensation Rate on a Black Sphere Via Foklcer-Planck Equation; Vlnod
Kumar and S.V.G.Menon, J. Chem. Phys (to appear^.
Critical Problem *or Finite Slabs with Simisoidally Space Dependent
Scarterlng Ratio , V.C. Boffi, G. Spiga, S.V.G.Menon and M.R.Srivastava,
Trans. Th. Stat. Phys. (to appear).
Sampling of Scattering Angle In Deep Penetration Problems; H.C.Gupta and
S.R.Dwivedi, Ann. Nucl Engy (to appear)
Importance Biasing Scheme for use with the Expectation Estimator in Deep
Penetration Problems; H.C.Gupta, Ann. Nucl Engy. ljj. 283 (2984)
Biasing Parameter Limits for Synergetir Monte Carlo in Deep Penerratlon
Calculations; S.R.Dwivedi and H.C. Gupta, Nucl. Sci and Engg. (Submitted)
Analysis of PHWR Lattice Experiments with Organic Coolant by the
Computer Code CLUB; P.D.Krlshnani, Ann. Nucl. Enj»y. (to appear).
Effect of Density Gradients on Rayleigh-Taylor Instability of an Ablatlvely
Accelerated Inertlal Confinement Fusion Target; N.K.Gupta, S.V. Lawande,
Plasma Phys and Cont. Fusion (submitted)
Path Integration of a General Two-Time Quadratic Action by Promeasure
Approach; D.C.Khandekar, Sunil Datta and S.V.Lawande, Phys. Rev. (to
Appear)
Complex Tittne Eigenvalues of One Speed Transport Equation in a Homogeneous Sphere; B.Dahl and D.C.Sahni, Trans.Th.Stnt.Phys, 12..341 (1984)
Solution of the Steady State Fokker-Planck Equation near an Absorbing
Sphere} D.C.Sahni, Phys.Rev., A30, 2056 (1764)
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14. Asymptotically Stable Solutions of the One-Dimensional Space-Time
Kinetics liquations in Presence of Delayed Neutrons! H. V. Gupta and
M.S.Trasi, Ann. Nucl. lingy, 1.1, 161 (1984).
16. Analysis <>f a LWR Kinetics Benchmark Using the Two-Dimensional
Space-Time Kinetic Model ; H.P.Gupta and V.K.Iain, Atomkcrneuergie, 44,
144(1984),

16. lixact Analysis of the Fluorescent DlckeModel in the Thermodynatnic
Limit; D.C.Khandekar, K.V.flhagwat and S.V.Lawandc, Physica A (to appear)
17. Optical Double Resonance Spectra Under Pinite Bandwidth Excitations; R.
D'souza, Q.V.Lawande and S.V.Lawande, Optics. Comm, SO 342 (1984).
18. Early History of Reactor Physlcsi M.Srlnivasan and A.N.Nakra, Phy. News,
IS, No.2, June (1984)
19. Lcgendre Hxpansion in Multilayer Slab Geometry; H.P.Raghav, Ann. Nucl.
Hngy, l i . 541 H984)
20. Development of Thermal Reactor Lattice Physics Methods; B.P.Rastogi and
H.C.Huria, Pramana, 24, 16S (1985)
15.2 Papers Presented at Conferences/Workshops/Symposia
21. Raylelgh-Taylor Instability of an Ablatively Accelerated Inertial
Confinement Fusion Target with a Realistic Density Profile; N.K.Gupta and
S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum Electronics, B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16, 1985.
22. Effect of Plasma Tail on 1-dimenslonal Numerical Simulation of Laser
Driven Fusion; N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum Electronics,
B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16, 1985.
23. Multidimensional Core Kinetics Analysis for LWRs and PHWRs; Arvind
Kumar. H.P.Gupta, V.K.Jain, R.S.Modak, R.Srivenkatesan and B.P.Rastogi,
indo-German Work shop on Transient Analysis and ECC systems, Jan 21-Feb
1, 198b, B.A.R.C.
24. Some Observations on Feynman Path Integrals in Nonre'ativistlc Quantum
Mechanics; S.V.Lawande, International Workshop on Recent Advances in
Theoretical Physics, I.I.T.Kanpur, Dec 5-17,1984
25. Exact Propagator for General Two-Time Quadratic Actions; D.C.Khandekar,
International Workshop oil Recent Advances in Theoretical Physics, LIT.
Kanpur, Dec 5-17,1984
26. Laser Phase and Amplitude Fluctuations In Cooperative Fluorescence of
Interacting Atoms; B.N.Jagatap, R.R.Purl and S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum
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27. Analytical Results on Absorption Spectrum of Two Interacting Two Level
Atoms In Fluctuating Laser Field; B.N.Jagatap, R.R.Purl and S.V.Lawande,
Symp. Quantum Electronics, B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16 (1985)
28. Optical Double Resonance Spectra In Presence of Laser Phase Fluctuations!
B.N.Jagatap,

R.R.Purl

and

S.V.Lawande,

Symp.

Quantum

Electronics)

B.A.R.C,' Jan 14-16 (1985)
39. Optical

Double

Resonance

Spectra

Under Intense

Fields;

R.D'Souza,

R.R.Purl and S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum Electronics, B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16
(1985)
30. Effects of Finite Excitation Band widths on Optical Double Resonance
Spectra; R.D'Souza, R.R.Purl and S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum Electronics,
B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16 (1985)
31. Cooperative Effects in Optical Double Resonance; R.D'Souza, Q.V.Lawande
and S.V.Lawande, Symp. Quantum Electronics. B.A.R.C, Jan 14-16 (1985)
32. The Yrast States in Nuclei with A ~ 100; Ashok Kumar and M.R.Gunye, Int.
Symp. Nucl. Phys., BARC, Dec (1984).
15.3 Reports Published.
33. "CLUB" - A Multigroup Integral Transport Theory Code for

Lattice

Calculations of PHWR Cells; P.D.Krishnanl, Report Submitted to IAEA
Co-ordinated Research Program (1984).
34. Nuclear Design Report - Tarapur 7X7 Reload -3 Fuel; V.Jagannathan,
P.Mohanakrlshnan et si., BARC-1258 (1985)
35. Replacement of Fission Chamber TIPs by Gamma TIPs at TAPS Reactors;
P.Mohanakrlshnan, Th.P.D/Note/303 (1984).
3«. Some Topics in Martrix Iterative Analysis; D.C.Khandekar, S.V.G.Menon and
D.C.Sahnl, BARC-1228 (1984)
37. Preliminary

Channel

Power

Distribution

for

the

500

MWe

PHWR}

R.Srlvenkatesan, P.D.Krlshnanl and K.R.Srinlvasan, PHWR 500/PHY/l, Aug.
28 (1984)
38. Adequacy

of

One

Bundle

as

Mesh

in

TAQUIL

Code;

A.N.Nakra,

R.Srlvenkatesan and K.R.Sxlnlvasan, PHWR 500/PHY/2, Nov. 7. (1984).
39. Comparison 500 MWe PHWR

Simulations

by TAQUIL and

FEMINA;

R.Srivenkatesan, V.Balaraman and K.R.srinivasan, PHWR 500/PHY/3, Dec.
20 (1984)
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40. Nodal Expansion Method for Reactor Core Calculations! Arvlnd Kumar,
R.Srlvenkatesan, BARC-1249 (1984)
41. The Performance of the 3-D BWR Core Simulator Code COMETG With
Latest Lattice Parameters of SUPERB Code; V.Jagannathan, et al BARC
/N794(1984)
42. Reactor Physics and Computer Code Development for Neutronlc Design of
Large PHWRs; B.P.Rastogi and K.R.Srlnivasan. Internal Report (1984)
43. Some Recent Development In Thermal Reactor-Core Designs} B.P.Rastogi,
Trombay Colloquium Lecture, June 12 (1984)
15.4 Ph.D. Theses Submitted to the University of Eombay.
44. A Method for Solving Integral Transport Equation for Pressurized Heavy
Water Reactor Cluster Geometry; P.D.Krishnani (1984)
45. On Methods of Solution of Nuclear Reactor Kinetics Equations) H.P.Gupta
(1984)
16

LECTURES DELIVERED AT TRAINING SCHOOL (BARC) AND NUCLEAR
TRAINING CENTRE (KOTA) .

1.

Reactor Physlcs-30 lectures (28th Physics Batch) -

P.Mohanakrlshnan,

H.P.Gupta and H.C.Huria.
2.

Nuclear Engineerlng-30 lectures (27th Physics Batch) - P. Mohanakrishnan
and V.K.Jain.

3.
4.

Quantum Mechanlcs-10 lectures (28th Physics Batch) - Sunil Datta.
Statistical Mechanics-30 lectures (28th Physics Batch) - S.V.Lawande and
Sunll Datta.

5.

Nuclear Reactor Theory-30 lectures (28th Batch - Inplant Trainees at
RAPS) - R.Srlvenkates&a and D.P.Burte.
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Reactor physics without tears
A u lor Atoms, bricks that make matter,
b is fur thckomb
Oh, the things it can shatter!
C is for the Cure, the reacKir-hearl. you know;
U > for D:i), fur the neutrons lo slow,
E is for Energy
Atomic, of course,
F is for the mysterious nucleon-nucleon Force.
C is for Gun 'ration lime
for neutrons to expire,
They 're mortal lou, you know: of life they do tire.
H is for U?O, the reactor-thirst to slake.
No champagne though it be, it,as coolantjakes the cake.
I is for Isotopes: they 're different though same,
J for Jezebel
What, the first reactor a dame.'
K's fu! Kric it should always be one;
If it's much more than that, you 've had it. my son!
L 's for diffusion Length: how far a neutron goes,
M for Multiplication: how the neutron number grows;
S is for Nucleon: of the nucleus a brick.
Those protons &• neutrons, just how do they stick?
Oyes. we Optimise
We want the very best:
Low cost and high gain; that's guile a test.
P's for Probability
pitfalls to escape.
In capture resonances of Eiffel tower shape;
it's for Plutonium, loo
some fireworks to make
(Hush! keep it well hidden
so much is at stake.)
0 's for Quanta: Nature's energy-rations;
R is for Reactors in nuclear power stations,

S is fur Spin—-the nuclear merry-go-round:
Each particle a lop, though it makes not a sound,
Tis, Ah. for Thorium
we've five lakhs of tons.
Fertile for us, yes, but fuel for our grandsons:
Us just Uranium
this, too, we have some,
Today it's uranium that makes our reactors hum;
Vis for Velocity that makes neutrons go
From this point to that point before you say "Ho!"
V loo for Vienna, where the nuclear guys meet
To talk atoms & night clubs, o 'er lunch & dessert sweet.
W's for what you call the control rod Worth:
Red triangle for neutrons, to bring down their birth.
X is for Xenon, a neutron-killer, you know,
They hate it like poison
no wonder they do so!
Yfor neutron- Yield: two or three per fission?
It's said to be "Nu " by formal definition;
Z is for Zirconium, of fuel rods the canning.
Should have proper thickness
that's part of the
planning.
That's Reactor Physics for you, folks, and that without
tears,
And now you know, what
that neutrons are such
dears!
Neutrino
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